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FULLY 
INFORMED

The Bulletin is a quarterly newsletter 

by Kessler Topaz Meltzer & Check

to help institutional investors stay

As reported in our Spring 2015 

newsletter, Kessler Topaz conducted a 

nine-day trial earlier this year in the 

Delaware Court of Chancery, as co-

lead counsel on behalf of Dole Food 

Company’s former public stockholders.  

On August 27, 2015, Vice Chancellor J. 

Travis Laster issued the Court’s post-trial 

opinion and delivered a victory to the 

stockholders.  

 The Court concluded that David 

Murdock, Dole’s long-time controlling 

stockholder, and C. Michael Carter, 

Dole’s former chief operating offi cer 

and long-time general counsel, are liable 

for engineering Murdock’s unfair 2013 

buyout of Dole’s public stockholders.  

The Court awarded the stockholders 

$2.74 per share, or approximately $148 

million in total, plus pre-and-post 

judgment interest. Kessler Topaz partner 

Michael Wagner and associate Justin 

Reliford led the fi rm’s trial team in the case.  

 In a detailed 108-page opinion, 

Vice Chancellor Laster concluded 

that Murdock and Carter are jointly 

responsible for the harm caused to Dole’s 

former stockholders. Among other

(continued on page 18)
 

BNYM SETTLES FOREX CLAIMS FOR $504 

MILLION IN RESTITUTION TO ITS DOMESTIC 

CUSTODIAL CLIENTS

Sharan Nirmul, Esquire

On September 24, 2015, Judge Lewis A. 

Kaplan of the United States District Court 

for the Southern District of New York 

approved a class action settlement between 

the Bank of New York Mellon (“BNY 

Mellon”) and 1,218 of its domestic 

custodial clients who used the Bank’s 

automated foreign exchange service, 

called “standing instructions,” from 1999 

through 2012. Kessler Topaz served as the 

court-appointed lead class counsel in the 

litigation. Through the settlement, the 

Bank’s custodial clients will recover $504 

million in hidden foreign exchange fees 

that BNY Mellon charged them over the 

13-year class period. 

 The settlement follows four years of 

highly contested litigation which Kessler 

(continued on page 9)
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FULLYENGAGED ENGAGED means BILLIONS recovered on behalf of our clients
Kessler Topaz is one of the world’s foremost advocates in 
protecting the public against corporate fraud and other 
wrongdoing. Our lawyers regularly take on the foremost 
defense attorneys—and win—in class actions, shareholder 
derivative suits, antitrust litigation, whistleblower suits 
and other complex litigation around the globe. We are 
proud to have recovered billions of dollars for our clients.
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FULLY EQUIPPED  
 to make market leading impressions

This is a fi rm of highly 
passionate people 
who treat client 
fi nancial interests 
like their own—
working tirelessly with 
institutional and other 
investors to deliver 
valuable results. High-
quality photography 
of Kessler Topaz team 
members anchors 
the new site—as do 
persuasive proof points, 
a portfolio monitoring 
offer for investors 

called Securities Tracker and 
impressive testimonials from 
clients and judges.

Kessler Topaz is one of 
the world’s foremost 
advocates in protecting 
the public against 
corporate fraud and other 
wrongdoing. Kessler Topaz 
lawyers have recovered 
billions on behalf of clients 
in class actions, shareholder 
derivative suits, antitrust 
litigation, whistleblower 
suits and other complex 
litigation. The new brand 
takes shape on a responsive 
website that promises fully 
engaged, informed, equipped and 
invested counsel. 



ABOUT THE  
SOCIETY PRESIDENT

Paula M. Ryan, FSMPS, CPSM, 
with over 30 years of industry 
experience, is passionate about 
the career of professional services 
marketing and helping others 
find success. She has worked 
for national, regional, and local 
A/E/C firms, where she was 
often the firm’s first marketing 
director, blazing the trail to 
develop marketing and business 
development strategy. She has the 
ability to focus on big-picture goals 
while also creating the tactical 
strategies to achieve them.

Paula is the director of marketing 
for Jezerinac Geers & Associates, 
Inc., in Dublin, OH, and is a past 
chapter and SMPS Foundation 
president. She has also served 
as fellows delegate and at-large 
delegate on the Society board of 
directors.

Paula can be reached at 
614.766.0066 or  
pryan@jgaeng.com.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

A Look Back

We celebrated the best of the best at The Society Gala during 
Build Business earlier this month. Awards were given out for 
excellence in marketing communications, marketing achievement, 
and chapter accomplishments. In addition, new Fellows and 
CPSMs were congratulated. It was an evening of inspiration.  
See the article starting on page 27 for information on all the 
award recipients. 

The Society Gala also presents an opportunity for introspection and empowerment. 
Considering the achievements of others can help each of us make conscious choices for 
our own professional development. I encourage you to make the most of this issue of 
Marketer by learning more about those who were honored.

This year you’ll be able to further study the MCA winners as SMPS introduces a new 
gallery, smps.org/mcagallery, sponsored by Flintco, featuring each of the 2016 winners and 
the creative briefs for their entries. When you are in the planning phase of new marketing 
communications for your own firms, you’ll be able to easily benchmark your efforts with 
those who have achieved excellence. SMPS is always about making you better!

In my letter in the October 2016 Marketer, my first as Society president, I promised 
you that that every conversation we have and every decision we make will be with the 
intent of raising the credibility of our profession. Now that this is my last Marketer letter, 
I hope you believe that I’ve held good on that promise. MARKENDIUM: The SMPS Body 
of Knowledge, unprecedented educational programs, and improved communications 
with the Marketer QuickLook are just a few of the ways SMPS has moved forward this 
year, and it’s all been possible because of a dedicated board of directors and strong 
headquarters staff.

Thank you to the board and committee members, who are wise beyond any expectation 
and passionate about advancing the careers of our members in marketing and business 
development. 

I wish the length of this article permitted me to call out each of our 16 staff members for 
their commitment to our Society, but it doesn’t, so I’d encourage each of you to go the 
staff directory on the SMPS website, www.smps.org/staffdirectory/, and drop an email of 
thanks to at least one of faces you see looking back at you.

This message of gratitude wouldn’t be complete if I didn’t thank each of you. While the 
board and staff are strong, SMPS wouldn’t matter if we didn’t have a strong membership. 
Throughout my travels this year, I’ve seen in your faces the passion you feel for our 
Society, and the caring you have for one another. That's what makes SMPS great, and I’m 
humbled that you’ve let me play a role in that.

I close this letter and my year as president with warmest regards and a hug, too. n
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YOU BUILD THE STORY, 
WE MAKE SURE IT’S HEARD.

We’re trained to fi nd the groundbreaking stories long after the groundbreaking is done. 
From smart to sustainable, preservation to urbanization—we uncover the details in 
every square foot. We turn architects, designers, developers and contractors into 

thought-leaders and their fi rms into inspirational brands. Because, we believe, 
it’s not just about fi nding the story, it’s also about fi nding its hero. 
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EDITOR’S DESK

ABOUT THE EDITOR

Ed Hannan is principal of 
HannComm, a firm dedicated to 
improving the quality of A/E/C 
marketing communications. He’s 
spent the past decade covering  
the industry as publishing director 
with two leading management 
consulting firms, The Zweig Group 
(formerly ZweigWhite) and PSMJ 
Resources, Inc. 

Ed can be reached at:  
508.308.9544 or  
edhannan@gmail.com. 

Finding Inspiration

For A/E/C industry marketing professionals, this is the most 
wonderful time of the year. It’s awards season!

That’s right, the summer months may mean long days, short 
nights, and vacations to the mountains and the beach, but for all of 
us hard-working folks in the A/E/C industry, July and August mean 
something else.

That’s when SMPS conducts its annual conference, Build 
Business, which took place earlier this month in Philadelphia. Along with great educational 
sessions and invaluable networking opportunities, Build Business also featured the SMPS 
awards announcements. What could be more inspiring than finding out about the best of 
the best in our industry?

If you couldn’t get to Build Business, we’re here to help. This issue of Marketer features all 
of the winners, so whether you want to relive the glory of Philadelphia or just dog-ear some 
pages for inspiration, you’ll want to hang on to this issue for safekeeping.

Along with the Marketing Communications Awards winners, you’ll also find chapter award 
winners, information about new SMPS Fellows and CPSMs, and my interview and profile 
of Weld Coxe Marketing Achievement Award winner Kenny Diehl. 

Yes, from time to time, I also write stories for Marketer. That’s where you come in. 

We’ve heard from many of you about how much you enjoy reading Marketer and how 
valuable you find the articles. We regularly get emails from readers asking how they can 
write for Marketer. That’s the good news.

The bad news is, we don’t get enough articles. If you’ve been reading Marketer, you know 
each issue usually includes 8 to 12 articles. That’s a mix of longer features and shorter 
Domains of Practice pieces. We get plenty of emails asking to write features, and not 
enough interest in writing domains pieces.

To put it plain and simple, we need more articles. Send any and all ideas to me at 
edhannan@gmail.com and let’s get the conversation going.

If you’re looking for ideas on what to write, start by reading the contributions in this issue. 
There’s a great feature from Pete and Judy Kienle, with Sean Omitt, on the future and how 
it’s not what it used to be. Also, past Marketer contributor Jeffrey Taub puts a marketing spin 
on new employee onboarding and orientation.

Our domains articles in this issue include pieces from Jenny Grounds on taking 
the burden out of marketing research and William Johnson on sustainable client 
development. There’s also Lindsay Young’s look at marketing plan must-haves, how to 
get more from your trade show marketing from Erin Allsman and Laura Emanuel, and 
much more.

Get inspired, then send me your ideas! n
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Taking the Burden Out of Research 
By Jenny Grounds, MBA, The Boudreaux Group

The idea of performing market research 
can often feel like a burden for small 
marketing groups. The everyday tasks 
already on your to-do list can easily 
fill up a 40-hour work week. Where 
do you find the time to research, 
compile, and analyze piles of data 
on top of everything else? Market 
research doesn’t have to be complex 
or require robust, expensive studies to 
be effective. By breaking it into small, 
manageable pieces, you can gather 
information that will directly benefit 
your A/E/C firm without overtasking 
your teams. 

Like any task you perform, research needs 
to be carefully planned and carried out with 
a clear objective in mind. Research can 
help answer questions about the services 
you perform, the strengths/weaknesses 
of your A/E/C firm, what opportunities are 
available, and how your clients procure 
your services. Many times, organizations 
are focused in the wrong areas and 
overlook what the data is telling them, 
or they have an unrealistic view of how 
they are positioned in the marketplace. 
Marketing teams can play a vital role in 
driving the direction and strategic position 
of the firm. By taking a simple, grass-roots 
approach, you can break down this task 
into small parts that any member of your 
team can perform.

Steps in the Research Process

The first step in performing market 
research is to identify the market 
segments that your A/E/C firm has 
decided to target for new opportunities. 
Typically, your A/E/C firm will have already 
outlined three to five areas of focus: 
higher education, corporate office, retail, 
government, etc. Select the areas that 
you will be researching and stay focused. 
Often times, A/E/C firms will perform 
research in markets they are not positioned 
for, wasting valuable time. Understanding 
every market and the forces that affect 
them is beneficial; however, for small 
marketing teams, you want to stay focused 
on the critical areas to become more 
effective immediately.  

Next, compile your data. There are many 
resources available you can use to create 
the basis for your research. By reaching 
out to commercial brokers, you will 
have historical and future projections of 
the building industry at your fingertips. 
Simple online research will return an 
extensive listing of market outlooks from 
economists and industry/trade groups. 
Don’t forget that your local city/county 
government agencies have already 
compiled demographic data and created 
capital improvement plans to access. Each 
of these resources plays an important 
role in the analysis of the data once it is 

compiled. Don’t get lost in reading it at this 
stage, just click and save. It's beneficial 
to save three or four reports on a single 
market from different sources. This allows 
you to see the inconsistencies in the 
information to ensure you are comparing 
apples to apples. 

When doing your research, pay attention to 
the following key areas: 

 Size of the total market segment 
(nationally/locally)

 Trends in the market

 Growth projections for the next  
12–18 months

 Factors that affect growth

Now it’s time to read. You may want to curl 
up in your favorite chair, and as you read 
through the different articles, highlight or 
bookmark the same pieces of information 
in each report. For example, if one report 
states that the corporate office market will 
see a 17 percent increase in construction 
starts in 2017 and another says it will see 
an 8 percent increase, you might want to 
read deeper to understand if they are using 
the same criteria for their estimate. Don’t 
worry about minor inconsistencies—you 
aren’t trying to be an industry expert. 
You're just trying to make informed 
decisions about where to focus your 
business development/marketing efforts. 
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Translating Your Findings  
Into a Plan

The hard part is over; now it’s time to save 
the key components from your research 
into a single document. Whether you 
want to drop it into Word, create a fancy 
InDesign file, or take screenshots of the 
best paragraphs, be sure to save the 
backup for your recommendations. When 
you repeat this process a year from now, 
you will want to benchmark the same 
information to remain consistent. 

Whether your A/E/C firm has a strategic 
marketing plan or not, the next steps in 
this process will either begin to develop 
one or support the plan already in 
existence. The information you will now be 
identifying are:

 Competitors

 Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, 
threats (SWOT) 

 Goals

 Strategies and tactics

Who are your competitors? They may 
be the same for each market or they can 
vary. This information allows you to better 
understand your position in the market 
and to identify areas of improvement. After 
reviewing this information, you are better 
equipped to perform a nitty-gritty SWOT 
analysis. A SWOT analysis breaks down the 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and 
threats facing your organization. Strengths 
and weaknesses are internal factors and 

threats and opportunities are external. For 
example, a strength of your A/E/C firm 
could be the specialized experience of 
your staff that differentiates you from your 
competition. A threat could be the recent 
move of a major competitor to your local 
market. Perform a SWOT analysis for your 
competitors, which will allow you to see 
areas of opportunity to better position your 
firm in a particular market. 

If gathering research was your goal, 
then you are finished. Wrap it with a 
bow and mark your calendar to revisit 
this activity a year from now. If you 
see an opportunity to create a strategic 
marketing plan or to refine a plan already 
created, then keep going. Gather your 
seller-doers and the leadership team for a 
mini work session. Get everyone involved 
in understanding the areas of research 
and your findings. This information will 
either support the decisions your firm 
has made to be in specific markets or it 
will refocus your efforts. 

Identify goals for the next 12 months 
in each market. What does your A/E/C 
firm want to achieve? Set SMART goals 
(specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, 
time bound) and educate your teams on 
how to create them. This will allow you 
to begin to devise your strategies and 
tactics for your plan, which include your 
marketing, business development, seller-
doer, and leadership teams. A strategy 
is only as good as the commitment to 
execute it. 

While this process is not scientific, and 
doesn’t contain any hard and fast rules, it 
is a framework for owning an important 
process that all firms should consider. In 
a fast-paced office, performing research 
often gets placed on the back burner to 
more pressing items. The overall goal of 
research is to gather information that will 
directly benefit the organization and drive 
the business forward. Don’t let market 
research overwhelm you. Take it piece by 
piece and enjoy the process. n

S W

O T

Lyman Beecher Brooks Library, Norfolk State University, 
Norfolk, VA. Moseley Architects, John Portman & 

Associates, Inc. Steve Maylone, maylone.com.
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As a leader within your A/E/C firm, 
you are held responsible for the 
success of your firm’s marketing and 
business development efforts. To 
grow these initiatives, a firm needs a 
strong marketing plan. However, the 
process of elevating marketing and 
business development to the next 
level can quickly become a serious 
investment of both time and money. 
The most important key to remember 
is that results are not instantaneous. 
In addition to time and money, there 
are three soft characteristics you need 
when investing or re-investing in your 
plan. Whether you‘re a leader, principal, 
owner, director, or coordinator, you 
will experience each characteristic 
throughout the journey to make 
your firm’s efforts stronger and more 
effective.

Resilience

In marketing and business development, 
there always will be highs and lows, but 
you can never give up. As you improve 
your efforts and implement your plan, you 
will have fewer highs and lows, and more 
consistency. Implementing a plan allows 
your A/E/C firm to effectively prepare for 
a good and bad economy, from both a 
marketing and operational standpoint. 
When the market is busy, you can be more 
selective with your clients and prospects. 

When the market is slow, since you have 
already invested in your marketing and 
business development, you will have filled 
your pipeline accordingly with quality leads 
and contacts that appreciate your design 
and construction talents. Work on building 
those relationships. 

Remain optimistic, yet realistic. This can 
be difficult if you’re really busy or really 
slow. Knowing your market, the industries 
you serve, and your clients’ businesses 
are important. All of these components  
should be part of your strategic and 
marketing plans. The more value you 
bring to your clients and prospects, the 
better your relationships, experience, and 
knowledge will be for partnering with them 
on projects. Nothing is going to be perfect, 
but your plan will navigate you through the 
good and bad times, and each will offer 
lessons learned and help you in the future. 

Faithfulness

Believe in not only the process, but 
also the journey that takes place as you 
implement your plan. If you believe in 
what you are doing and measure the 
successes along the way, your efforts will 
not go unnoticed by employees or clients. 
Consistency is key. There will be times of 
doubt, but again you must keep working 
the plan. It may take three, six, 12, or even 
24 months to see the incremental gains 
you have made. But one day you’ll realize 

truly how far you have come. Believe and 
have faith in the marketing plan you have 
assembled. 

Another key component for success is 
having the right people on your team. 
Make sure everyone is working in line with 
your business and marketing plans. All 
team members must be aware of where 
you’re going and why you’re going there. 
A vision, strategic plan, and expectations 
must be clear for the employees to be 
empowered to carry out the company’s 
purpose. Employees, too, must have 
faith in you, as a leader, to implement the 
plan. Faith can’t be seen or touched, but 
it can be felt and developed throughout 
the organization, and even transferred to 
clients and prospects through a proven and 
consistent track record. Be faithful to the 
process, because it will pull you through to 
company success.

Patience

Having the patience to work through 
your plan is crucial. You will see some 
successes quickly, while other pieces 
of the plan may take years to transform 
into tangible work. Just know that an 
investment now means an investment 
in the future of your A/E/C firm and its 
employees. Patience is something you 
must possess, because marketing and 
business development are not always 
turnkey processes. The culmination of 

Three Marketing Plan Must-Have Characteristics
By Lindsay L. Young, MBA, CPSM, nu marketing llc
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elements within your plan—for example, 
building relationships with clients and 
prospects, a robust website, memorable 
presentations, engaging social media, 
and consistent branding—creates 
opportunities. 

You also must revisit and tweak the items 
in the plan regularly. In some cases, you 
will need to improve strategies along the 
way. You can’t just check things off the 
list—you need to continually monitor, 
adjust, and change them. If you do, with 
patience, the work will come. 

Remember that investing in your marketing 
and business development is just that, an 
investment. If you possess these three 
characteristics, you’ll be way ahead of 
your competitors. Be resilient, faithful, and 
patient throughout your journey, and you 
will have great success in your efforts. n

Crittenton Hospital Medical Center. Rochester, MI. 
Harley Ellis Devereaux, Barton Malow Company.  

Steve Maylone, maylone.com.
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The Future 
Ain’t What It 
Used to Be
By Peter J. Kienle, FSMPS, CPSM, MBA,  
and Judy Kienle, MPH, CPSM, Kienle 
Communications;  and Sean Omitt, MBA, 
Naval Information Forces Command
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Recently, we were asked to talk 
about business development as 
part of a panel of A/E/C marketing 

professionals conducting an executive 
training program for SMPS Northeast 
Ohio. With that charge, we decided to 
poll some of the top A/E/C marketers and 
business developers in the country about 
the future of business development. We 
sent 20 marketers this question, “Give me 
your opinion. What are the three biggest 
business development challenges facing 
A/E/C firms today?”

We received 15 responses from SMPS 
Fellows, SMPS past-presidents, SMPS 
Business Development Institute (BDI) 
presenters, and senior marketers—
totaling more than 450 years of industry 
experience. 

The information was priceless. With 
all the changes in our industry over the 
past 10 years, we think the most notable 
is probably that A/E/C principals/firm 
leaders can no longer make enough rain 
to maintain and grow their businesses 
themsleves.

Sean Omitt worked with us to distill and 
summarize the information collected. 
The major themes and observations 
were consistent across the board. In no 
particular order, the information fell into 
three major groupings: 

 Differentiation/brand

 Focus and commitment

 Business development training

Differentiation/brand. According to 
BusinessDictionary.com, differentiation is 
“the result of efforts to make a product (or 

service) or brand stand out as a provider of 
unique value to customers in comparison 
with its competitors.” As Randle Pollock, 
FSMPS, succinctly put it, differentiation is 
“… standing out from the crowd.” Most 
firms’ business development efforts 
center around the telling of features—we 
have this, we do that, we know that. 

A prospect wants to know more and 
understand how it will benefit from hiring 
you over the competition. Some firms do 
not even recognize competition, believing 
instead that no one competes with them. 
If all firms are simply touting features, the 
clients see no real difference. According 
to Robert G. Trout, CPSM, “Clients are 
treating design services as a commodity, 
to be purchased on price, regardless 
of discriminators and value that can be 
brought to a project.” As an industry, we 
have not gone deep enough to articulate 
and provide discriminators on why our 
firm is better than another. In short, we 
have created this situation and continue to 
support it. 

The American Marketing Association 
defines brand as, “A name, term, design, 
symbol, or other feature that identifies one 
seller’s goods or services as distinct from 
other sellers.” Without discriminators, a 
brand is practically impossible to develop. 

Focus and commitment. Most seller-
doers have a goal of scheduling 10 
percent or more of their time for business 
development activities. In our experience, 
very few firms reach this goal. The most 
often cited reason is that they are too busy 
with projects. Michael T. Buell, FSMPS, 
CPSM, offered another reason, “…it is 
often just general complacency.” 

Keeping up with seller-doer responsibilities 
is a matter of priority. Nancy Usrey, 
FSMPS, CPSM, commented, “One of the 
biggest business development challenges 
is sustaining the effort, including 
relationship development, discovery, 
positioning, influencing project definition, 
and procurement processes.” R. Tim 
Barrick, FSMPS, once spent four years 
of continuous effort with a client in North 
Carolina before his firm was awarded 
its first project. In the case of business 
development, patience and persistence is 
required. 

Carla D. Thompson, FSMPS, CPSM, 
remarked, “The phone will not call your 
contacts on its own. You have to make 
business development and reaching out to 
clients and prospects an intentional part of 
each week.” Many technical professionals 
start sweating when they have to call 
someone they do not know. As marketers, 
we can help make it a warm call by teeing 
them up. Then the call becomes less 
daunting.

Business development training. 
When we’ve asked architects and 
engineers if they had any marketing 
or sales training in college, almost 
100 percent say no. One engineering 
principal said the class schedule 
requirements would not permit it. Even 
if schedules permitted it, we doubt 
many would have taken these courses 
as we often hear, “I did not go to 
engineering school to be a salesman.” 
Times have changed. Little did they 
know they would need to sell. Scott 
D. Butcher, FSMPS, CPSM, said, 
“We rely on the seller-doer model, 

R. Tim Barrick, FSMPS
Principal/Executive Vice President
RATIO Architects Inc., Indianapolis, IN

Michael T. Buell, FSMPS, CPSM
Client Development Director
CCI Mechanical, Inc., Salt Lake City, UT
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JDB Engineering Inc., York, PA
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COVERING DOMAINS OF PRACTICE

NOW AVAILABLE

SMPS FOUNDATION

2016 Fellows Survey

1 2 43 5 6

The 2016 Fellows Survey report is the first 
publication in the Informed Strategies series 
from the SMPS Foundation. It reflects trends and 
predictions from some of the design and building 
industry’s most insightful and experienced 
individuals. 

The survey report recaps challenges, trends, and 
predictions in the A/E/C industry. The content is 
based on survey results and in-depth interviews 
of SMPS Fellows, who are some of the design and 
building industry’s most experienced professionals.

In summary, here are some 
lessons learned from our  
survey exercise:

 Discover your true differentiators 
(not just what you think) and 
develop your brand program to carry 
your message to prospects—it will 
boost your opportunities and sales.

 Focus on and become committed to 
business development, otherwise 
it never gets done. Marketing and 
business development must be 
implemented to remain in business. 
Research says the average 
company loses 10 percent of its 
clients every year, or half in five 
years. It is necessary to continually 
convert prospects into clients, even 
in good times. 

 Proactively train your technical 
professionals in business 
development skills.  

but don’t provide adequate sales 
training to technical staff with business 
development responsibilities.” 

Most technical professionals think selling 
is telling, whereas marketers know selling 
is listening and then working to meet your 
prospects’ wants and needs. Business 
development best-practices resources are 
abundant. As technical professionals learn, 
understand, and implement business 
development best practices, they build 
confidence and steadily improve their 
rainmaking abilities. 

If you have a well-trained business 
development professional in-house who 
has a successful sales program and 
knows how to train, he or she can do the 
training for your firm. If you don’t have the 
in-house resources, hire an experienced 
A/E/C business development professional 
for training.  

Since “the future ain’t what it used to be,” 
be proactive and invest the necessary 
resources to commit to these lessons 
learned. The payoff for this investment is 
in staying ahead of your competition and 
winning more work. n

CISAT Campus Dining Hall, James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA. 
Moseley Architects, Vanderweil Engineers. Steve Maylone, maylone.com.
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Few moments in life are more nerve-racking than the first of 
something special: first day of school, first date, first dance, and 
certainly one’s first day at a new job, which carries its own special 
blend of anticipation and nervous excitement. What to wear? 
What to say? Where to go? What to do! Through a consistent, 
thoughtful onboarding process, including orientation, A/E/C firms 
can alleviate the anxiety and first-day jitters, and position new 
employees on the path to comfort, confidence, and success.

Onboarding and Marketing Orientation
By Jeffrey M. Taub, CPSM, VHB
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According to the Society for 
Human Resource Management, 
“Onboarding is the process by 

which new hires get adjusted to the 
social and performance aspects of their 
jobs quickly and smoothly.” Yet, the 
introduction of new employees at many 
A/E/C firms tends to be slow and clunky. 
Rather than a lively, energetic start, we 
often fill a newcomer’s first day with 
employment forms, handbooks, and risk 
management webinars. Even worse, hiring 
the best new engineers, architects, and 
other practitioners but leaving them to 
fend for themselves is a surefire way to 
drive talent out the door. 

It should come as no surprise that 
Aberdeen’s Human Capital Management 
research practice has found that 90 
percent of organizations believe an 

employee makes a decision to stay 
at an organization within the first six 
months, and 75 percent of respondents 
to a BambooHR survey feel “thorough 
new-hire orientations are worth the time 
spent.” When it comes to employee 
engagement, a welcoming and informative 
introduction to the organization is crucial 
to retention. Who better than a marketing 
professional to fill that need?

The Marketer’s Role During 
Onboarding

The onboarding of new practitioners 
within an A/E/C firm presents a golden 
opportunity to forge a strong and lasting 
connection among marketers and 
technical leaders. The marketer’s role 
in onboarding is to lead an ongoing, 
structured program of knowledge-sharing 
to promote a common appreciation for 
and expectation of marketing-related 
roles and responsibilities. Only the mutual 
understanding and full commitment of 
both parties can make this work.

Marketing orientation, a singular event 
during the onboarding process, offers 
the chance to set the stage for a 
productive and professional relationship. 
The relationship between marketers 
and technical staff benefits from clear 
expectations, mutual trust, and well-
defined duties—making onboarding and 
marketing orientation a critical link in the 
recruitment chain.

How can marketers ensure the organized, 
methodical communication of marketing 
culture, knowledge, and processes during 
onboarding? 

 Be proactive at the first touchpoint by 
setting the expectation for marketing’s 
role in onboarding at the earliest possible 
interaction with incoming employees. 

Upon a new colleague’s acceptance of 
an employment offer, let the individual 
know the marketing department is there 
to support him or her.

 Share a detailed agenda for orientation, 
since a structured framework and 
schedule will demonstrate that 
onboarding and marketing are taken 
seriously. 

 Get a head start on marketing needs 
by contacting the new colleague 
and requesting a master résumé, 
professional photo, and list of 
presentations and publications. 
Reformat the résumé per your 
company’s templates and specifications, 
and begin crafting client- or market-
specific bios for use in media campaigns 
and early proposals. 

 Welcome and promote each individual 
with internal announcements via 
wide-distribution email and lobby 
screen messages to help them 
feel welcomed and appreciated. 
Customize the messages to showcase 
each practitioner’s background and 
strengths. 

Communicating the fundamental role 
of marketing may also be necessary 
when onboarding former public-sector 
employees unfamiliar with the traditional 
role marketing plays within A/E/C firms.
Inform newcomers that their marketing 
colleagues will help maintain the 
corporate brand, reputation, and identity 
and help them win work, cultivate 
relationships, and increase personal 
visibility.

The Marketer’s Role During 
Orientation

Marketing orientation should take place 
within the first few days of employment. 
A fun, friendly, and informative program 

Center for Visual and Performing Arts, Earlham 
College, Richmond, IN. Bora Architects, Browning 
Day Mullins Dierdorf, dbHMS, Shiel Sexton Company, 
Schuler Shook, Threshold Acoustics.  
Steve Maylone, maylone.com.
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You don’t need more proposals. 
You need better ones.

Simply the best online and custom 
training available for AEC marketing, 

sales and business development.

www.blustonemarketing.com

will review all pertinent marketing sites, 
systems, processes, and responsibilities, 
and may encompass the following:

 Describe corporate information such as 
mission and vision statements, key facts 
and figures, core markets and services, 
and organization charts 

 Identify leadership team members, 
especially key contacts in marketing, 
human resources, and accounting as 
well as corporate, regional, and office 
leaders 

 List key clients categorized by market, 
such as government, infrastructure, 
energy, and buildings/facilities 

 Demonstrate marketing sites and 
systems, including intranets, databases, 
and libraries, where new employees can 
learn about the organization 

 Describe marketing processes and 
protocols such as the go/no-go process, 
proposal management plans and 

documentation, and quality control 
procedures

 Discuss visibility and communications 
needs such as logo usage guidelines 
and which social media accounts to like 
and follow

The practitioner’s role and seniority 
often determines which processes are 
integral during the orientation stage, but 
all information is useful. Even rudimentary 
knowledge of a process or system at 
this early stage can pay dividends when 
a junior employee becomes a project 
manager or when an established leader is 
asked to be a mentor.

We should also describe the marketer’s 
obligations while setting clear expectations 
for the marketing-related responsibilities of 
technical practitioners. If we embrace the 
belief that everyone has a role to play in the 
marketing and promotion of our firm, then 
this role should be properly defined and 
described for all colleagues. 

Next Steps Forward 

Finally, it can be difficult for the marketing 
department to have formal follow-ups with 
each new employee (particularly in larger 
A/E/C firms), but frequent, informal check-
ins help foster a sustainable relationship. 
A formal follow-up program is ideal, 
however, and could include 30- and 60-
day reviews and recaps of key concepts 
and processes.

Benjamin Franklin said, “By failing 
to prepare, you are preparing to fail.” 
However one chooses to engage 
new employees and foster a stronger 
connection among marketers and 
practitioners through onboarding and 
orientation, the importance of organized 
and relevant content in preparing them for 
success cannot be overstated. Go beyond 
pointing new employees in the right 
direction: Show them the way. n
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Sustainable Client Development:  
How to Create a Plan that Works   21

Is Your Business Development  
Warning Light On? 24

Many A/E/C firms try to implement 
client development programs that are 
led by senior marketing/BD or senior 
professional staff, yet experience 
lackluster long-term performance. The 
application of the Lean-A-3 system 
can help guide the process and be the 
vehicle for the creation of a customized, 
personalized, and targeted plan for not 
only the firm, but also the individuals 
involved with client and business 
development. Ownership is a key 
component for the success of any client 
development initiative, and having 
senior staff create their own plans is 
fundamental to this planning technique. 

Lean originated from the Toyota Production 
System (founded on concepts from 
the Ford Motor Company) and is a 
management technique of looking at 
systems to determine the most efficient 
way of doing anything, from making coffee 
in the morning to designing a car. A-3 is 
a management tool whereby the entire 
evaluation, planning, and implementation 
process can fit on a piece of paper A-3 in 
size—also known as 11x17. 

Many people in the firm have daily contact 
with clients on existing project work. What 
are the most effective strategies to mine 
for new work and how do you go about 
mentoring staff to take advantage of an 
existing relationship? How do you prepare 
them to identify and take full advantage 
of the potential opportunities? Use 

Lean to review the current state of your 
process, identify areas for improvement, 
develop a more robust future state, and 
assign responsibilities to individuals for 
implementation of the plan. It will also 
present some new ways of looking at client 
development for the professional who 
might be reticent at being viewed as selling.

Post-It® Note Planning

One of the most critical components of 
planning is capturing all of the expertise 
and experience present in the room. I’ve 
seen far too often that 20 percent of the 
attendees dominate the conversation 
if verbal communication is the only 
mechanism for input, but that’s not good 
enough to get you to where you need to 
be. You need everyone to be present at the 
table, so to speak, and remain engaged. 

Using storyboarding techniques will draw 
people into the conversation. Aggressive 
Post-It® Note sessions using a facilitator 
will create an atmosphere where 
everyone’s voice can be heard and more 
ideas and solutions can be generated in 
a shorter period of time than any other 
technique I’ve seen. If you give people 10 
minutes to get all their ideas down on Post-
Its®, you will be amazed at the quantity 
and quality of the thoughts generated. 
People in the room will see how they are 
aligning with others as you put the notes 
on the wall in like categories and then 
discuss them as a group. It’s a powerful 

way to engage everyone and develop both 
ideas (and some surprises) and a sense of 
empowerment for the group.

Why?

The first topic to cover in this process 
is to answer the “why?” behind client 
development. Why are you doing client 
development? What’s the end game? 
What are the expectations? As a critical 
component of this discussion, what is the 
motivation for doing client development? 
The professionals that you are surrounded 
by have years of experience working 
with people on all sorts of issues and 
projects, and have been recognized as 
experts in their field. What gets their 
motor running? I have found that one 
of the most foundational elements that 
motivates people is that they truly want 
to use their expertise and training to help 
people solve thorny, seemingly intractable 
issues and problems. Most engineering 
and design professionals do not want to 
be viewed as being in sales, so changing 
this attitude to one of helping clients can 
be a mind shift for them. Nothing else will 
motivate a person in the long run in this 
profession more than the high one gets 
from helping someone out. Getting senior 
professionals to see this change of mind 
is fundamentally important to engaging 
them in the process. They are helpers and 
that’s why they are being asked to actively 
engage in client development—to help 
more people.

Sustainable Client Development:  
How to Create a Plan that Works
By William C. Johnson, Terracon Consultants, Inc.
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Current State

What’s the current state of client and 
business development in your A/E/C 
firm? What’s working? What’s not 
working? What has been tried and 
crashed and burned? What systems have 
been implemented to help that haven’t 
succeeded and, conversely, what’s worked 
well? Have there been work-arounds of the 
established systems that have worked well 
while breaking the rules? The whole idea of 
determining the current state is to see the 
current system with all its warts and bright 
spots. Once this portion of the process has 
been documented using Post-It Notes and 
they’re up on the wall, the facilitator will 
put them in categories and then the group 
can engage in discussion of the situation. 
You will be amazed at the quantity of 
information that can be generated in a very 
short period of time using this technique. 
It is very inclusive so everyone has a voice. 
Boil this down and put it in its block on the 
A-3. (See Figure 1.)

Root Cause

Now that you have a clearer picture of 
the current state of client development, 
you can look at the root causes. How 
have you arrived at doing what you’ve 
been doing? Why have you not made 
the calls, attended the meetings, visited 
with clients, followed up on leads, etc.? 
This can be a bit more painful, but it’s 
necessary so that progress can be 
made. There might be real systemic 
change that needs to occur in the 
business and how it’s structured. You 
may also need to address how people 
are evaluated, for example, with regard 
to billable ratios: Being honest here will 
pave the way for the necessary shifts 
in philosophy. Again, boil this down and 
put it in another block on the A-3. As 
you can see, at the end of this exercise 
in planning, you will be able to see the 
system from stem to stern on one piece 
of paper. It will be hard to hide in the 
weeds because there aren’t any.

Future State

Now that you’ve taken the time to look at 
where you stand with client development, 
where do you want to be and how you 
are going to get there? This is the blue-sky 
Post-It Note session where all the ideas 
that people would like to see implemented 
in client development go up on the wall 
for discussion. The great thing about using 
this technique is that all the ideas are up 
in full view before any discussion ensues. 
No vetting during this process should occur 
until everyone is done. The power here 
is that all the ideas are right there with 
no prioritization—that happens after the 
participants have had their say in writing. 
Again, the facilitator will categorize the ideas 
and boil them down into major categories. 
Once these are agreed upon, you move to 
the next phase—implementation.

Implementation Plan

As with all planning, this phase is where 
either the rubber hits the road or you have 
road kill. The key to the implementation 
phase is shared responsibility and 
accountability. Marketing and/or client 
development managers should not be 
wholly responsible for implementation. It 
needs to be shared across the professional 
staff, where members of the team 
volunteer to take a step in the process, 
develop the tactics for implementation, 
and see it through, reporting back to the 
group on a set schedule—whatever the 
group decides for a frequency. These steps 
need to be measurable and have specific 
milestone dates assigned.

Plan-Do-Check-Adjust (PDCA)

Things change! As you are implementing 
your plan, you will experience shifting 
priorities or have new ideas that come 
to light. Incorporate them! The plan-do-
check-adjust (PDCA) cycle is meant to be 
a continuous improvement process based 
on learning as you are doing. Engineers 
in particular need to guard against getting 
wrapped around the process axle. Don’t 

Surgical Learning Center, Beaumont Hospitals, 
Royal Oak, MI. Harley Ellis Devereaux.  
Steve Maylone, maylone.com.
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fall prey to planning-checking-adjusting and 
forget the doing. I’ve seen this happen 
and the results are a flurry of continuous 
internal meetings with no progress being 
made. Everything looks good on paper, but 
nothing is getting done. Remember the 70 
percent rule: If what you want to do has a 
70 percent chance of getting done in six 
months, you should do it. If you wait until 
you’ve refined it and over processed it to 
death to get to 80 percent or 90 percent, 
you will accomplish absolutely nothing.

Creating a Sustainable Client 
Development Culture

We all want to do meaningful work and 
have a positive impact on our world. 
Creating a sustainable client development 
culture at your A/E/C firm will enable you 
to be more aware of new opportunities 
because of superior engagement with 
your clients and to develop a greater 
responsiveness in helping your clients 
meet their long-term business and/or 
institutional goals. By willfully embracing a 
culture of client development, you have the 
opportunity to move your A/E/C firm into 
that role we all covet—being that trusted 
advisor. n

Figure 1: Sample Lean A-3 system.
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Is Your Business Development 
Warning Light On? 
By Megan R. Miller, Deltek

When the check-engine light comes 
on in your car, what do you do? Do 
you immediately call to schedule an 
appointment, or let it sit there for a 
while until there’s some other indication 
of a problem, or worse yet, until you 
break down on the side of the road? 
Unfortunately, many of us resort to the 
last two options because life just gets in 
the way. 

The same is true for many architecture 
and engineering (A&E) firms when it 
comes to business development. For 
many seller-doers, business development 
is something that you know you should do, 
but you’ll get to it after this next project 
deadline. But, according to the results 
of the 37th Annual Deltek Clarity A&E 
Industry Report, some warning lights are 
going off and it’s time to take action. 

In this year’s report, firms are projecting 
a decline in their market position over 
the next 18 months in 12 different 
markets. Complicating the market 
position, this year’s results show win 
rates are decreasing and A&E firms are 

struggling with increased competition 
and strained business development 
resources. 

In the A&E industry, where competition 
is fierce and relationships drive revenue, 
business development effectiveness has 
never been more critical. The next few 
years will be particularly important. As 
long-time partners retire and hand the 
reins to younger staff, firms should realize 
that now is the time to take a deeper dive 
into business development processes 
to find ways to improve efficiency and 
effectiveness. 

Business Development Challenges

For the second year in a row, competition 
was ranked as the number one challenge 
facing firms, followed closely by lack of 
time to nurture client relationships. 

Another challenge is decreased win rates. 
This year’s report shows a three percent 
drop from last year. Increased competition, 
coupled with more complex and time-
intensive proposal requirements, is making 

it difficult for firms to come out on top. 
The brighter warning light in this year’s 
report is the number of firms not tracking 
win rates. Nearly 10 percent of Clarity 
respondents don’t know how their win 
rate has changed in the past two years. 
This is a critical metric for firms to monitor, 
so if you aren’t tracking this, now is the 
time to start. When win rates are below 
expectations, marketing and business 
development teams can proactively dig 
into the details to find commonalities and 
create action plans to increase win rates. 

Business Development  
Bright Spots

There is some good news in this year’s 
report. In a step in the right direction, 68 
percent of firms are using a formal go/
no-go process, up eight percent from last 
year. This is good news for future win 
rates and pipelines. If firms honor the go/
no-go process and pass on less viable 
opportunities, they will open up time for 
business development teams to better 
nurture client relationships to increase 
overall win rates down the road. 

[       ]
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Another bright spot is the percentage of 
revenue generated by a firm’s top three 
clients. This number declined this year, 
which is a good sign for a firm’s financial 
stability. It shows that firms are diversifying 
their client base and not putting their 
company at risk if one client walks out the 
door. This year, 32 percent of firm revenue 
is coming from the top three clients, which 
is a five percent drop from last year.  

The top three business development 
initiatives are another bright spot. Firms 
are aware of their top challenges and are 
developing plans to address them. The 
top three initiatives this year are: strategic 
networking to expand teaming opportunities, 
earlier identification of opportunity 
requirements, and better opportunity 
identification—all initiatives that address  
the biggest areas of need. 

Now What?

Is your check engine light on for 
business development? Are there 
certain areas that need immediate 
attention before you end up stranded 

on the side of the road? Many project 
managers are being asked to nurture 
client relationships and deliver on 
projects among other responsibilities. A 
firm’s focus on developing more formal 
business development processes, 
leveraging technology solutions, 
and dedicating staff to the business 
development function can only lead to 
more opportunities for success. 

Taking It Beyond Business 
Development

Business development isn’t the only 
area where firms need to benchmark 

and look for the check-engine light. 
The Deltek Clarity Report provides 
critical benchmarks and insight for 
business development as well as project 
management, financial management, 
and, new this year, talent management 
to help you understand the health of 
your firm and make sure it is running on 
all cylinders. 

Find out how your firm measures up by 
downloading Deltek’s Clarity Report for 
free today at http://bit.ly/ClarityAE2016. n

Figure 1: Increased competition, and lack of time and resources top the list of business 
development challenges again.

Figure 2: Firms predict decline in market position in 12 markets over the next 18 months.

Source: http://more.deltek.com/Clarity-AE-2016 

Bow Creek Recreation Center, City of Virginia Beach, VA. 
Moseley Architects. Steve Maylone, maylone.com.
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Revenue From Top 3 Clients

32% -5.0%

Employee Turnover Rate

13.3% +1.9%
Projects On or Under Budget

70% -5.0%

Operating Profit on Net Revenue 

12.8% +1.0%

CLARITY SNEAK PEEK

See how your company stacks up and gain insight on strategies you 
can use to enhance performance at deltek.com/2016clarity
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2016 SMPS AWARDS

The Deal on Kenny Diehl:
The 2016 Weld Coxe Marketing 
Achievement Award Recipient
By Ed Hannan

Ask Kenneth G. Diehl, P.E., 
FSMPS, what he’s most proud of 
and the senior vice president at 
Smith Seckman Reid (SSR), Inc., 
answers the question without 
hesitation. “Within the firm, I’m 
most proud of the work I did 
with my colleagues to pivot our 
focus from for-profit healthcare 
design to other markets and how 
that has paid off for us.”

Ask Diehl what he’s most proud of 
when it comes to his work with 
SMPS, and the 2016 Weld Coxe 

Marketing Achievement Award (MAA) 
recipient, who served as SMPS president 
in 1995–96, has a tougher time coming 
up with a response. “That’s a really hard 
question. I guess I’d have to say it was 
the work I did with (1994–95 president) 
Angela Kimble to reformat the structure of 
the Society.”

Diehl served as the 21st president of SMPS 
and, as is the case when people turn 
21, there were growing pains within the 
Society. “We were in our late adolescence 
and we all know what late adolescents go 
through,” Diehl says. “At the time, we had 
regional directors, so we had a board twice 
as large as we have now. It was [costly], 
as we always paid everyone’s expenses. 
We couldn’t afford that model. It brewed 
an atmosphere that came up far too often 
where regional issues dominated the 

discussion and that took away from the 
focus of what we were supposed to be 
doing, which is promoting marketing in the 
built environment.”

Diehl and Kimble worked together to pilot 
a course correction for SMPS. He says the 
Society was at a crossroads when long-
time executive director Susan Murphy 
departed, leaving the Society without an 
executive director for 12 to 18 months.

“Angela had a vision for the Society, 
which I shared, that we would get away 
from the regional rivalries and even the 
rivalries between chapters. There are 
strong chapters now and there were 
strong chapters then with more members 
and more revenues who were interested 
in pushing their agenda. Angela and I saw 
it as a time to [move] to a more selected 
rather than elected board. I think that has 
paid off for the Society very handsomely, 
but it was really an offshoot of the change 
in executive leadership.”

Of course, going from the idea of change to 
the reality of making that change is easier 
said than done. “We had to convince the 
existing board to rewrite the bylaws, which 
in turn rewrote how we were governed. It 
put some of them out of jobs.” 

One of the other changes was how 
presidents were selected. “Presidents 
were elected at conferences, so if you 
weren’t at conference, you didn’t get to 
vote for the president. That presented a lot 
of issues in trying to hold the whole thing 
together.”

Diehl also took an interesting approach 
that was way ahead of its time when 
he adopted it. “One of the things that 
was a hallmark for me is I didn’t think 
it was wise for people who were there 

for a year or two or maybe three [on the 
board] to try and set goals that were too 
far-reaching. I think you ought to do three 
things well rather than make progress on 
12. I look back on my time as president 
with a great deal of pride and I want to 
make sure to [thank] Angela. She was 
part and parcel of this….”

Another accomplishment Diehl points to 
with pride is his work with the magazine 
you are currently reading. “We made the 
bold purpose of the Marketer to be the 
Harvard Business Review of marketing. We 
were more or less a newsletter before and 
while we may not compete with Harvard 
Business Review, we definitely have come 
a long way and arguably are doing a lot of 
cutting-edge things with that as well.”

These days, Diehl spends his time making 
sure SSR is headed in the right direction. 
“We, like others, had experienced some 
downturn in the last recession and one 
of the things that drives me now are the 
goals we have set for 2020. We are trying 
to push to reach those goals in a market 
that is not growing appreciably, if at all. It’s 
a great challenge to all of us to not only 
maintain market share, but grow it. To me, 
this is where I hope all of my experiences 
can come together to benefit SSR in a 
time when we need it.”

Diehl is effusive in his praise of SMPS and 
the impact it has had on him both personally 
and professionally. When it comes to paying 
that forward, he offers the following advice. 
“It’s very simple. Get involved, whether it’s 
at the chapter level, the Society level, or 
both. You benefit through the [relationships]. 
There are a number of friends who helped 
me along the way who are still my friends, 
and they are some of the smartest people 
I know that look at things from different 
angles than I do. They’re generous with 
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their ideas and advice. They’re loyal in a 
time when loyalty is hard to find, and they 
are people who generally are always trying 
to learn something new.”

Diehl has many friends and supporters 
who speak highly of him, including 2008 
MAA winner, W. Bruce Lea, FSMPS. 
“The original purpose of this award was 
twofold: to recognize star performers and 
to thereby have all of SMPS enhanced by 
their glow. Recognizing Kenny Diehl with 
the MAA would indeed shine a bright new 
light on us all.”

In his book, Creating Rainmakers, Ford 
Harding writes of Diehl, “Firms that build 
on their strengths can capture an edge 
in the market … Kenny Diehl decided to 
make [SSR] the best healthcare engineering 
firm in the country … few would question 
they are a contender.” In 2014, SSR had 
the fifth-highest revenue ($35.8 million) of 
engineering firms in the healthcare sector, 
according to Building Design + Construction.

Barry Yoakum, FAIA, of archimedia in 
Memphis, TN, refers to Diehl as “the best 
marketing engineer in the country.”

J. Rossi, former marketing vice president, 
chief marketing officer, and U.S. market 
leader, along with recipient of multiple 
SMPS Marketing Communications 
Awards, said of Diehl, “While my career 
was basically in marketing, I greatly 
admired those friends who were marketer/
doers. I learned a lot from Kenny.”

As 1989–90 SMPS president Randolph 
Tucker, FSMPS, says of Diehl, “Kenny’s 
involvement had a direct impact on the 
financially sound future for SMPS,” 
referring to Diehl’s recommendation 
that the Society adopt the accrual-based 
accounting method it still uses today.

R. Tim Barrick, FSMPS, and 1997–98 
SMPS president, adds, “His contributions 
to SMPS place him in a league of our 
most elite marketers, those who have 
shaped the profession and engendered 
the respect of practitioners throughout the 
A/E/C industry.”

Likewise, 2001–02 SMPS President 
Mitchel R. Levitt, Assoc. AIA, FSMPS, 
says, “Because of his continued support, 

I have reached my potential” 
while 2007–08 SMPS President 
Donna J. Corlew, FSMPS, 
CPSM, says, “Kenny served as a 
mentor, teacher, and encourager. 
I am forever grateful for the 
knowledge and network he 
willingly shared, as well as his 
support and encouragement.”

Current SMPS Board At-Large 
Delegate Carla D. Thompson, 
FSMPS, CPSM, chief marketing 
officer with NAC Architecture, 
called Diehl “the Energizer Bunny 
of marketing.”

Diehl said that when he heard he 
had been selected to receive this 
year’s Weld Coxe Marketing Achievement 
Award, “In all honesty, I was overcome. 
When I think about the gravity of the award 
named after Weld, whom I knew, and from 
Diane Creel to Rolf Fuessler, who received 
the award in 2015, I’ve known every 
winner, and to think about the quality of the 
people who have won the award prior to 
me is very humbling. I was overwhelmed. 
It was also something that I had wanted 
for a long time and finally decided to give 
it a try. That’s another piece of advice for 
youngsters: Give it a try. There’s no harm 
in trying. I called my wife and my sons, and 
they were very happy. It was a great day.”

For the man who was born in the city of 
Nashville, where Diehl still lives today, 
the award represents the next step in a 
life spent in the built environment. “I was 
inspired in my senior year of high school, 
1970, to go into environmental engineering 
because of the first Earth Day in April that 
year,” he said. Diehl chose to go to college 
at Vanderbilt. He became a cheerleader, 
which seems irrelevant except it drew out 
his personality, or as he puts it, “It helped 
get an engineer out of his shell.”

“I never had designs on marketing and 
business development, but realized a lot 
of the work I was doing as a civil engineer 
was really more or less marketing and 
business development. We had to find a 
client who had a need, identify the need, 
and look for ways to solve the need. An 
opportunity came up at Smith Seckman 
and I knew a bunch of people there. It 

was a good firm, well thought of, but I 
came here and found out I knew nothing 
about mechanical electrical engineering. 
I immersed myself in it and have been 
working to learn more about it ever since.” 
He’s been at SSR for 34 years.

As the nation makes history in 2016 by 
electing a new president, it will add another 
item to Diehl’s to-do list. You see, Diehl has 
a unique hobby. “I’m a pretty avid reader. I 
have a goal of reading a biography of every 
president. When I started out, I was going 
to read biographies of all the presidents in 
my lifetime. I started with Truman, who 
was president when I was born, then 
Eisenhower. I’ve gone all over the place 
since. I’m about two-thirds of the way 
through. I try to avoid presidents who are 
still alive because they’re biography is not 
complete, but I may not [reach] my goal [in 
my lifetime]!”

And when he’s not at work, you might want 
to check the ballfield. “I’m an avid sports 
fan, mostly of the University of Vanderbilt 
and Vanderbilt baseball. My brother and 
I have had season tickets for Vanderbilt 
baseball for the last 10 years. It goes back 
to when we were young. My dad coached 
us in baseball, and we enjoyed that time 
together. I’ve done other things, but that’s 
where I am now. My sons were competitive 
swimmers, so for 20 years, we were at the 
pool every weekend working as volunteers.”

As you see, he’s always giving back, 
whether it’s to the Society, his peers, or 
his family. Congratulations, Kenny. n
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2016 Class of Fellows 
Four honorees earned the 2016 SMPS Fellows designation and represent the highest level of experience 
and leadership in SMPS. They have been active in the Society for at least 10 years, have 15 years’ 
experience as a marketer and/or business developer in the A/E/C industry, and have held a current CPSM 
designation for a minimum of five years. The 2016 Class of Fellows was named in May and recognized 
during The Society Gala held during Build Business in Philadelphia on August 11.

ADAM B. KILBOURNE, FSMPS, CPSM
Director of Marketing, Tec Inc Engineering & 

Design / Tec Studio Inc., Eastlake, OH

 Adam B. Kilbourne has nearly 20 years’ 
experience in the A/E/C industry, and joined 
SMPS more than 10 years ago. 

 In 2015, he received the Distinguished Sales 
& Marketing Award (DSMA) from the Sales 
& Marketing Executives International, Akron 
Chapter.

 He has held many chapter board positions 
with SMPS Northeast Ohio, including 
president, treasurer, and director-at-large. 
At the regional and Society levels, he served 
on various committees, including the SMPS 
Heartland Regional Conference Committee, 
MAX Steering Committee, and Marketing 
Communications Awards. He also gives his 
time to volunteer for many local industry 
organizations, like Cleveland Engineering 
Society and Chamber of Commerce.

 Throughout his career, he has presented 
on numerous topics and published several 
articles on technology tools and trends, 
including an SMPS Foundation White Paper.

 Kilbourne’s architectural photographs have 
been published in industry publications. 
He has written and presented on basic 
photography skills marketers can apply to 
their projects.

MARIA A. LOITZ, FSMPS, CPSM
Director of Marketing, BVH Integrated Services, 

P.C., Bloomfield, CT 

 Maria A. Loitz began her career as a 
marketing coordinator for an engineering firm 
22 years ago, and today is a key member of 
the senior management team for a multi-
million dollar engineering consulting firm. 

 She has served as nearly every board 
position with SMPS Connecticut. She was 
the chapter’s first CPSM and developed 
several successful programs and workshops.

 Loitz has worked on Society and regional 
events, including chair of the SMPS 
Northeast Regional Conference, Marketing 
Communication Awards jury, Striving for 
Excellence jury, and currently the Foundation 
Content Committee.

 Her passion for mentoring defines who she 
is; she never passes up an opportunity to 
help a fellow marketer with their career 
development.

 Loitz is active in many professional and 
community organizations, including ACE 
Mentor Program of Connecticut, Inc., 
University of Hartford, Construction Institute, 
and Connecticut Building Congress, among 
others.

STACY L. ROBBEN, FSMPS, CPSM,  
LEED AP BD+C
Director of Business Development, McCarthy 

Building Companies, Inc., St. Louis, MO

 Stacy L. Robben has nearly 20 years of 
experience in the A/E/C industry, and joined 
SMPS in 2000.

 She proactively seeks out and engages 
new healthcare construction business 
opportunities within St. Louis and five other 
states for a $3B+ national builder. 

 Robben has been a long time mentor for 
SMPS St. Louis and has been recognized 
by St. Louis Small Business Monthly for her 
contributions.

 She served nine terms on the SMPS St. Louis 
board, including president, membership, 
programs, as well as sponsorship director 
of the SMPS Missouri Valley Regional 
Conference Committee. For the Society, she 
was a Marketing Communications Awards 
juror, Striving for Excellence juror, and helped 
with CPSM item writing, to name a few.

 Robben is actively involved in the 
Southwestern Illinois Leadership Council, 
Southern Illinois Chapter for Healthcare 
Engineering (SICHE), and more.
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BARBARA A. STILES, FSMPS, CPSM
Transportation Business Development Manager
Wantman Group, Inc., Ocoee, FL

 Barbara A. Stiles has worked in the A/E/C 
industry for nearly 30 years. She has been a 
member of SMPS for 17 years. 

 Stiles has contributed at the chapter, 
regional, and Society levels of SMPS as 
a speaker, committee member, and board 
member. She served on the SMPS Central 
Florida board for eight years, including terms 
as president, treasurer, and advisor. 

 She has served on the Southeast Regional 
Conference Committee, Striving for 
Excellence jury, Build Business Committee, 
and most recently chair of the Presidents’ 
Leadership Symposium (PLS). 

 Stiles is an author and presenter of lunch-
n-learn sessions on business development 
topics for technical staff in her firm. She 
took these sessions and presented to offices 
throughout the Southeast United States.

 She is active within the Women’s 
Transportation Seminar (WTS), where she 
served on the international board for four 
years, and the WTS Foundation for eight 
years, including two years as president. Stiles 
was a founding member and first president of 
the WTS Central Florida chapter. n
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2016 Honorary Fellow 
An award for extraordinary service, the Honorary Fellow appoints an SMPS non-member 
of esteemed character and achievements who supports the practice of marketing and 
business development within the A/E/C industry. The Honorary Fellow award was 
bestowed upon Judy Schriener at The Society Gala during Build Business on August 11.

Judy Schriener is an award-
winning journalist, author, 
and radio show host. She 
has leveraged her extensive 
background in advertising and 
marketing with her knowledge 
of design and construction over 
the last 30 years to promote, 
advance, and ensure marketing 
for the A/E/C industries. 

With a Bachelor’s Degree in psychology, 
Schriener found her passion in business 
journalism when she became a writer/
reporter for the Arizona Business 
Gazette and soon was asked to write an 
advertising/marketing column. Within 
a year, she concurrently wrote a more 
consumer-oriented marketing column 
for the Arizona Republic, the state’s 
largest daily newspaper. She was a 
regular contributor to Arizona Trend, a 
monthly business magazine, and won 
numerous awards for her in-depth articles 
and profiles. In 1989, Schriener moved 
to New York City and joined McGraw-

Hill’s construction publications group, 
then left to work in Washington, D.C., 
before returning to McGraw-Hill to 
manage online editorial activities for the 
construction group.

Schriener spent 16 years at McGraw-Hill 
Construction, eight of those as an editor 
at Engineering News–Record (ENR), 
covering business and technology. At 
ENR, Schriener regularly covered many 
trade organizations’ regional and national 
conferences, meetings, and conventions. 
During that time, she also wrote cover 
stories for Design-Build magazine, also 
a McGraw-Hill publication. Her last eight 
years were spent as managing online 
editor for the Construction Information 
Group and editor-in-chief of Construction.
com when it was a multi-dimensional site 
that included industry news, features, and 
the industry’s first blog. 

Schriener has applied her power of the 
pen, along with her influence, vision, and 
steadfast support, to advance marketing 
and business development within the 
A/E/C industry. She is responsible for a list 
of impressive marketing and journalism 
firsts. These efforts are best illustrated by 
the following achievements: 

 Schriener was the first in the industry 
media to cover the internet, web, and 
online collaboration; first to create an 
industry blog at construction.com; and 
first to create an electronic newsletter in 
the construction group at McGraw-Hill

 During her tenure at ENR, she was the 
primary journalist covering industry 
marketing 

 At ENR, she fought to cover marketing 
and SMPS stories, proving they were 
relevant to construction 

 Covering the SMPS annual conferences, 
broke stories on trends such as total 
quality management (TQM) and the 
international market as waves of the 
future 

Schriener currently consults for an Arizona 
engineering firm, helping them move into 
the federal government market. She also 
contributes to a professional technology-
oriented blog for A/E/C for Built Worlds. 
Her radio show/podcast series, “Off the 
Record with Judy” has been on the air 
for three-and-a-half years, first on Toginet 
Radio Network and currently on Star 
Worldwide Network.

She is a frequent industry speaker 
at organizations, including American 
Institute of Architects, American Council 
of Engineering Companies, and the 
Society of American Military Engineers, 
in addition to SMPS. She has won 
numerous awards throughout her career, 
for her work in journalism and the A/E/C 
industry. She is the author of the book, 
Building for Boomers: Guide to Design 
and Construction, published by McGraw-
Hill in 2010.

Within the SMPS community, Schriener 
has been an active participant since 
the early 90s. She has been a Build 
Business speaker and panelist, Marketing 
Communications Awards Best of Show 
juror, public relations committee advisor, 
and SMPS Houston speaker. 

With a distinguished career spanning 
over 30 years, Schriener embodies the 
vision SMPS has for its Honorary Fellows 
program, having helped raise the credibility 
of the profession and the Society.  n
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The Chapter President of the Year Award recognizes an SMPS chapter president who has demonstrated 
excellence in leadership while serving the chapter and its members. Tiana Young of SMPS Twin Cities 
received the award at The Society Gala on August 11 during Build Business. 

A successful leader gets things 
done, moves things forward, and 
motivates others to do the same. 
The 2016 Chapter President of 
the Year, Tiana Young, CPSM, 
regional marketing coordinator 
with Ryan Companies in 
Minneapolis, MN, embodies 
all of these characteristics and 
more. She leads her chapter, 
SMPS Twin Cities, with passion, 
grace, and dedication.

Since joining SMPS Twin Cities in 2007, 
Young has been an active member, 
becoming membership chair in 2009–10, 
education co-chair for 2010–11, secretary/
treasurer from 2012–14, and president-
elect in 2014–15, prior to serving as 
president in 2015–16. Young is known 
as a strong yet gentle leader with an 
extraordinary knack for getting things done, 
according to her nominators. According 
to one, Young is always looking at the big 
picture, whether exceeding membership 
goals, improving financial stability, or 
increasing the chapter’s visibility. 

However, she also doesn’t hesitate to 
jump in with both feet when needed or 
to secure outside resources when her 
board is overburdened. Young’s leadership 
has spurred her chapter to go beyond 
what had previously been achieved to set 
new standards for excellence. Whether 
personally emailing lapsing members, 
writing letters of support to volunteers’ 
supervisors, or sending handwritten 
notes to new members, Young shows 
appreciation to everyone on a regular 
basis. One nominee says, “[She] is a 
straightforward, no-nonsense leader. She 
doesn’t baby you, but she’s there when 
you need her. She makes you want to up 
your game and impress her.” 

When Young took office, she held a retreat 
to create a strategic plan. She is clear with 
her expectations and fully supports her 
board to achieve its goals—the marks of 
a great leader. As a result of this planning, 
under her guidance, SMPS Twin Cities:

 Instituted a New Member Breakfast 
attended by 90 percent of new 
members

 Increased total assets more than 20 
percent over the previous year 

 Met its goal of increasing the number of 
sponsors, surpassing the goal of bringing 
in $10,000 in sponsorship revenue

 Increased the number of free events 
for members—personally saving each 
member $380

 Promoted other local organizations, such 
as Minneapolis Downtown Council and 
Design-Build Institute of America (DBIA) 
– Upper Midwest Region, to increase 
the chapter’s visibility

 Hosted the chapter’s first-ever Holiday 
Happy Hour & Sock Drive to benefit a 

local homeless shelter—donating more 
than 300 pairs of socks, surpassing the 
goal by 260 percent

 Increased the chapter’s LinkedIn 
followers and Twitter impressions by 
more than 230 percent 

 Increased membership growth by 12 
percent, up from 3 percent

 Achieved 84 percent member retention, 
up from 79 percent 

 Debuted five new chapter events/
initiatives

 Achieved a 39 percent response rate 
to an annual membership survey; 90 
percent of respondents said the chapter 
was meeting their expectations

The Chapter President of the Year 
Committee was chaired by Benjamin 
Sawa, 2015 Chapter President of the 
Year, and director of marketing at GEI 
Consultants Inc., in Woburn, MA. Others 
serving on the committee included:

 Past chair, Andrea M. Story, CPSM, 
vice president: marketing & business 
development, R&M Consultants Inc., 
Anchorage, AK 

 Juror, Grenee L. Martacho-Celuch, 
CPSM, director of marketing & business 
development, Concord General 
Contracting Inc., Mesa, AZ 

 Juror, Ida Cheinman, principal & creative 
director, substance151, Baltimore, MD

 SMPS board liaison, Dawn A. Greco, 
FSMPS, CPSM, business development 
director, ICF International, Sacramento, CA

 Staff liaison, Natalie Gozzard, chapter 
services manager, SMPS Headquarters, 
Alexandria, VA n

2016 SMPS AWARDS

Young Named 2016 Chapter  
President of the Year
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2016 Striving for Excellence Winners

GRAND PRIZE: SMPS MARYLAND
President: Catherine DeWitt, CPSM, director, 

marketing + business development, 
Burdette, Koehler, Murphy & Associates, Inc. 
(BKM), Baltimore, MD

Service Accomplishments
 Offered 70 CEU hours (39 percent increase)  

and 35.5 AIA learning units (17 percent 
increase)

 Garnered $6,275 in profits from programs 
with an average attendance of 85

 Established Key Awards program to support 
the scholarship fund

 Created Senior Advisory Council 
Roundtables as track-based learning

 Collaborated with Baltimore Post Society of 
American Military Engineers (SAME) to offer 
marketing materials and proposal review 
during their 2016 forum 

 Continued an 88 percent chapter 
membership retention rate

 Created a class yearbook to highlight 
chapter mentor/mentee pairings

 Increased membership by 10 percent
 Attained Twitter goal of over 1,000 

followers
 Experienced a 23 percent increase in 

chapter website traffic
 Increased sponsorship dollars by 39 percent
 Raised $4,190 overall for community and 

industry organizations
 Held Call for Charities for membership to 

choose next community service project

1ST PLACE, EXTRA LARGE CHAPTER: 
SMPS BOSTON
President: Anna Luciano, marketing & 

communications specialist, Nitsch 
Engineering, Boston, MA

Service Accomplishments
 Offered 61 CEUs

 Offered 70 hours of networking 
opportunities 

 Expanded annual Boot Camp program to 
include mid-level marketing professionals

 Provided regular programming specifically 
for senior marketing professionals

 Developed a number of programs to give 
back to members, including scholarships, 
free events, and a rebate for new members

 Provided unlimited CPSM scholarships for 
members in need

 Experienced an 85 percent membership 
retention rate

 Revised chapter mission statement and 
core values, and defined chapter goals for 
three years

 Recognized a profit of $17,854, inclusive of 
give-back initiatives to members 

 Generated $39,200 in corporate and event 
sponsorships

 Gave back to local community through 
partnerships with the non-profit Strong 
Women Strong Girls, the ACE Mentoring 
fundraising event, and a day of service with 
other A/E/C industry organizations

OUTSTANDING, EXTRA LARGE 
CHAPTER: SMPS SAN FRANCISCO
President: Katie Spurlock, marketing director, 

Charles M. Salter Associates, Inc., San 
Francisco, CA

Service Accomplishments
 Reported over 100 chapter volunteers
 Created #SMPSmystory to share chapter 

stories and what being a member means
 Kept the designation of being the largest 

SMPS chapter and reported an overall 86 
percent retention rate

 Enhanced new member onboarding lunch 
program, giving chapter leaders a chance to 
connect with new members quarterly

 Introduced a new technology tool, Slack.com, 
for efficient and streamlined communications

 Moved to a new website platform for better 
responsiveness 

 Created the role of marketing campaign 
manager to liaise with other committees

 Redesigned a sponsorship benefits packet
 Offered more than 55 CEUs addressing the 

SMPS Domains of Practice 
 Conducted Marketing Coordinator Bootcamp 

to offer more programs for newer marketers 
and an opportunity for senior members to 
share expertise

 Conducted a Run for the Roses membership 
drive concurrently with the SMPS Derby 
membership campaign

OUTSTANDING, LARGE CHAPTER:  
SMPS ATLANTA
President: Kim Thompkins, CPSM, marketing 

manager, Pond, Norcross, GA
Service Accomplishments
 Offered 39 CEUs 
 Adopted a new format for the New 

Membership Orientation Plan
 Conducted a website redesign
 Implemented a new social media strategy
 Increased membership by 10 percent, with 

an 83 percent retention rate
 Consolidated chapter event registration and 

survey platforms
 Utilized analytics reporting for communications 

distribution, resulting in an open rate 
increase from 15 percent to 21 percent

 Instituted a new chapter financial standards 
and procedures protocol

 Garnered a 300 percent increase in number 
of platinum sponsor firms

 Raised $10,000 for the ACE Mentor program
 Implemented a new and improved consent 

agenda for monthly board meetings

SMPS Maryland Awarded Grand Prize
For the second year in a row, SMPS Maryland is the grand prize-winning chapter in the annual Striving 
for Excellence (SFE) program. The SFE program recognizes chapters for excellence in their management 
and service to members through quality programs, increased membership, effective communications, 
and financial health. During The Society Gala on August 11 in Philadelphia, the following chapters were 
recognized for their activities, accomplishments, and achievements in management and service for the 
2015–16 programming year.
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1ST PLACE, MEDIUM CHAPTER:  
SMPS ALASKA
President: Cheryl Jemar, regional marketing 

team lead, Stantec, Anchorage, AK
Service Accomplishments
 Offered 22 hours of networking opportunities
 Launched weekly e-newsletter
 Offered educational boot camp series 

focused on Domains of Practice
 Engaged chapter’s Past-President Council to 

recruit and mentor
 Cross marketed local events with other 

organizations
 Successfully matched 10 mentor-mentee pairs
 Experienced 30 percent of membership 

actively engaged on board/committees
 Attained an 83 percent membership 

retention rate
 Increased mentorship program participation 

25 percent
 Budgeted $1,500 for community and 

industry contributions
 Held annual 17-week study group for the 

CPSM exam

OUTSTANDING, MEDIUM CHAPTER: 
SMPS GREATER CINCINNATI
President: Amanda Roehl, marketing manager, 

The Kleingers Group, West Chester, OH
Service Accomplishments
 Rebooted programs to include panel 

discussions
 Increased program attendance by  

20 percent
 Experienced a 92 percent member  

retention rate
 Increased Twitter followers by 49 percent
 Engaged 21 percent of new members with 

chapter committees
 Was instrumental in creation of the 

#SMPSgivesback campaign
 Garnered 35 percent increase in new 

sponsorship
 Launched a Back to Business event at start 

of program year to engage members and 
prospects

 Donated $790 to local charities, making a 
$25 donation for every speaker

 Provided 10 free events to chapter members, 
representing a $180 member value

CHAPTER COMMUNICATION AWARDS
Website, 1st Place: SMPS Houston
President: Diana Brown, CPSM, marketing 

manager, Harvey Builders, Houston, TX

CHAPTER PROGRAM AWARDS
Educational Program, 1st Place:  

SMPS Houston
President: Diana Brown, CPSM, marketing 

manager, Harvey Builders, Houston, TX
Special Event Program, 1st Place:  

SMPS Austin
President: Devin Williamson, associate, 

business development, Raba Kistner, Inc., 
Austin, TX

Special Event Program, Outstanding: 
SMPS Houston

President: Diana Brown, CPSM, marketing 
manager, Harvey Builders, Houston, TX

The 2015–16 Striving for Excellence 
Awards Committee 
Chaired by Aimee Lala, associate,  
AAA Mid-Atlantic. 

Also serving on the committee were:

 Past Chair Bill Reader, corporate marketing 
director, NTH Consultants Ltd, Northville, MI

 Incoming Chair Deirdre Gilmore, CPSM, 
president, TankGirl Marketing, Phoenix, AZ

 SMPS Board Liaison Dawn Greco, FSMPS, 
CPSM, business development director, ICF 
International, Sacramento, CA

 Julee Attig, CPSM, marketing director, 
Reaveley Engineers + Associates, Salt Lake 
City, UT

 George Bourgeois III, vice president of 
marketing, Coffman Engineers, Anchorage, AK

 Suzanne Cody, CPSM, marketing manager, 
M+A Architects, Columbus, OH

 Cathleen DeFrances, CPSM, associate, 
director of business development, Fuss & 
O’Neill EnvioScience, Manchester, CT

 Hildegard Dodd, business development/
marketing, Wilson Ihrig, Emeryville, CA

 Tonya Dooley, CPSM, regional marketing 
& business development manager, NAC 
Architecture, Los Angeles, CA

 Carrie Dunn, CPSM, director marketing, 
Trivers Associates, St. Louis, MO

 Andrea Goodwin, CPSM, director of marketing, 
Cardno Haynes Whaley, Houston, TX

 Cindy Hausler, CPSM, marketing director, 
Mackey Mitchell Architects, St. Louis, MO

 Jennifer Mathers, CPSM, marketing 
manager, Turner Construction, Greenwood 
Village, CO

 Ann Sekely, business development manager, 
Professional Services Industries (PSI), 
Pittsburgh, PA

 Susan Shelby, FSMPS, CPSM, president & 
CEO, Rhino Public Relations, Hamilton, MA

 Misty Turley, CPSM, director of corporate 
marketing, Flintco LLC, Tulsa, OK

 Courtney Van Ostran, CPSM, market 
director, Moody Nolan, Columbus, OH

 Grace Vigil, marketing, R|Miller Inc., 
Bothell, WA

 Staff liaison Natalie Gozzard, chapter 
services manager, SMPS Headquarters, 
Alexandria, VA  n
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2015–2016 Class of CPSMs 

Elizabeth A. Aceto, CPSM
Corporate Marketing Manager
Langan Engineering & Environmental 

Services
Baltimore, MD

Danielle L. Aronson, CPSM
Proposal and Communications Manager
Daniel B. Stephens & Associates, Inc.
Albuquerque, NM

Courtney C. Avant, CPSM
Marketing Director
HDR | ICA
Columbia, SC

Sandy J. Bailey, CPSM 
Marketing Manager 
RMC Water and Environment 
Walnut Creek, CA

Shirley Barker, CPSM
Marketing Coordinator
FCI Constructors Inc.
Litchfield Park, AZ

Jenifer Batchelder, CPSM
Marketing Manager
Gorrondona & Associates, Inc
Fort Worth, TX

Kelly Bird, CPSM
Marketing Director
Ohlson Lavoie Collaborative
Denver, CO

Bridget J. Bonner, CPSM
Corporate Communications Manager
Pennoni Associates Inc.
Philadelphia, PA

Shannon Brokenshire, CPSM
Marketing Coordinator
Barton Malow Company
Chicago, IL

Melissa Burm, CPSM
District Marketing Manager
Kiewit
Peachtree City, GA

Krystal M. Bybee, CPSM
Business Manager
The Rios Group
Fort Worth, TX

Cali Centurion, CPSM
Marketing Director
MGB+A
Salt Lake City, UT

Kendall D. Chadwell, CPSM
Marketing Director
Johnson Carlier
Tempe, AZ

Christine M. Clippinger, CPSM
Marketing Manager
Leonard Rice Engineers, Inc.
Denver, CO

Ingrid A. Martin Cogdill, CPSM,  
CF APMP
Marketing Manager
PND Engineers Inc.
Anchorage, AK

Tracey Colabella, CPSM
Director of Marketing
Perkins Eastman
New York, NY

Rachel J. Collier, CPSM
Senior Marketing Associate
Century Engineering
Hunt Valley, MD

Bunmi A. Collins, CPSM
Manager of Corporate Marketing & 

Branding
Bartlett Cocke General Contractors
San Antonio, TX

Laura M. Crawford, CPSM
Marketing Manager, Associate
Perkins+Will
Dallas, TX

Jennifer Danforth, CPSM
Marketing Coordinator
Gray & Pape, Inc.
Cincinnati, OH

Diane E. Ditzel, CPSM
Marketing Specialist
VHB
Raleigh, NC

Amy M. Fahey, CPSM
Marketing Manager
Colantonio Inc.
Holliston, MA

Susan A. Fisher, CPSM
Director of Marketing
Hull & Associates, Inc.
Dublin, OH

Laura B. Frein, CPSM
Associate, Marketing Manager
Michael Baker International
Fort Washington, PA

Vicky D. Golie, CPSM
Marketing Director
Babcock Design Group
Salt Lake City, UT

Ashley S. Gould, CPSM 
Director of Marketing 
GSC Architects 
Austin, TX

Tracey A. Gould, CPSM 
Director of Marketing 
noelkerandhull.com 
Stokesdale, NC

Nicole D. Haman, LEED AP, CPSM 
Marketing 
AKS Engineering & Forestry 
Vancouver, WA

Tami S. Hayes, CPSM 
Marketing Specialist 
S&ME, Inc. 
Dublin, OH

Caroline H. Hill, CPSM 
Communications Manager 
Pond 
Norcross, GA

Bridget Ingebrigtsen, CPSM
Marketing Director
O'Shea Builders
Springfield, IL

Christy Jenkins, CPSM
Proposal Manager
Southland Industries
Dulles, VA

Meghan Johnson, CPSM
Data Knowledge Specialist
ARCADIS US
Chicago, IL

Susan S. Johnson, CPSM 
Marketing Coordinator
Pond & Company
Norcross, GA

Allison R. Joseph, CPSM
Senior Marketing Specialist
Sundt Construction, Inc.
Sacramento, CA

Cassie M. Joy, CPSM
Senior Marketing Coordinator
BRPH Architects-Engineers, Inc.
Atlanta, GA

Brittani Leopold, CPSM, LEED AP
Marketing Coordinator
AECOM
Columbus, OH

Petra Lowe, CPSM
Director of Healthcare Business 

Development
smithgroupjjr
Oakland, CA

Ree Miskimon, CPSM
Senior Director of Business Development 

& Marketing
Prime AE
Catonsville, MD

Valerie C. Murphy, CPSM
Marketing Coordinator
Blue Cord Design and Construction LLC
Orlando, FL

Nakia E. Neves, CPSM
Marketing & Business Development
Ayers Saint Gross
Tempe, AZ

Michele Ouimet, CPSM
Marketing Director
Maser Consulting
Red Bank, NJ

Robin W. Overstreet, CPSM 
Marketing Manager 
AECOM 
Atlanta, GA

Christine Perret, CPSM
Marketing Coordinator
Jones|Carter
Bellaire, TX

Kathryn H. Petrovich, CPSM
Office Manager
Lammey & Giorgio, P.A.
Haddon Township, NJ

Lacey Proffitt, CPSM
Marketing Manager
EEA Consulting Engineers
Austin, TX

Frances Pruyn, CPSM
Marketing Director
CRSA
Salt Lake City, UT

Paige M. Pryor, CPSM
Marketing Coordinator
Layton Construction Company Inc.
Sandy, UT

The following individuals met the requirements for certification, successfully completed the exam, and 
earned the professional designation CPSM (Certified Professional Services Marketer) between May 2015 
and May 2016. CPSMs who attended Build Business were recognized for their achievement during The 
Society Gala, on August 11 in Philadelphia.

2016 SMPS AWARDS
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Ernest Pullen, AIGA, CPSM
CMO 
CDH Partners Inc.
Marietta, GA

Emily Ripka, CPSM
Marketing Coordinator
NXL Construction Services Inc.
Richmond, VA

Kelley Ritchie, CPSM
National Marketing Specialist
Turner Construction Company
Yorktown, VA

April Scott, CPSM
Senior Marketing Coordinator
Affiliated Engineers Inc.
Morrisville, NC

Koren B. Stauffer, CPSM
Director of Marketing
FORM Architects
Arlington, VA

Kenneth J. Sterritt, CPSM
Marketing Specialist
VHB
Watertown, MA

Kim Stone, CPSM
Transportation Segment Marketing Leader
David Evans and Associates, Inc.
Denver, CO

Tiffany E. Tabbal, CPSM
Business Development Coordinator
Bowers + Kubota Consulting
Waipahu, HI

Kimberly A. Taylor, CPSM
Marketing Coordinator
Gale Associates, Inc.
Weymouth, MA

Valerie Vander Berg, CPSM
VP Business Development
Webb Foodservice Design
Grandville, MI

Jason M. Villarreal, CPSM
Director of Marketing
Design Collaborative
Fort Wayne, IN

D’Anna Wallace, CPSM
Marketing Coordinator
Raba Kistner Inc.
San Antonio, TX

Wendy Wark, CPSM
Marketing Manager
HSC Builders and Construction Managers
Exton, PA

Whitney A. Watson, CPSM
Marketing Coordinator
Digital Engineering & Imaging, Inc.
Kenner, LA

Jennifer E. Weaver, CPSM
Marketing Coordinator
LaBella Associates PC
Charlotte, NC

Patricia L. Weaver, CPSM
Marketing Manager
Treanor Architects
Lawrence, KS  n

A Certified Professional 
Services Marketer (CPSM) 
must meet rigorous standards 
of experience and knowledge 
in professional services 
marketing, pass a certification 
exam, and embrace the CPSM 
Code of Ethics. The certification 
exam, the key element in 
the program, is based on a 
practice analysis study of 
professional services marketing 
and business development, 
commissioned by SMPS. The 
exam tests knowledge in six 
core competency areas called 
the Domains of Practice that 
address marketing research, 
marketing planning, client 
and business development, 
proposals, promotional activity, 
and management.

Once candidates have earned 
the CPSM designation, they 
must maintain their certification 
status through continuing 
education. A minimum of 50 
continuing education units from 
approved SMPS providers is 
required every three years for 
recertification.

For more information on 
the Certified Professional 
Services Marketer program, 
call certification manager Kevin 
Doyle at 800.292.7677, x232, or 
visit smps.org/certification.

ask 
me
about
becoming 
a  cpsm.
Certified Professional Services Marketer (CPSM)

2016 SMPS AWARDS
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The recipients of the 2016 Marketing Communications Awards (MCA) were revealed during The 
Society Gala on August 11 in Philadelphia during Build Business, the SMPS annual conference. 
This year, for the first time, firms could designate their entries as print, digital, or mixed media. The 
MCA program is the longest-standing, most prestigious competition that recognizes excellence in 
marketing communications among professional services firms in the design and building industry. 
Congratulations to the following firms that were recognized. Best of Show and People’s Choice award 
winners will be featured in the October issue.

Winners Announced in 2016 Marketing 
Communications Awards 

ADVERTISING CATEGORY
A   1st Place GeoEngineers, Inc., Seattle, WA

  2nd Place DAVIS Construction, Rockville, MD
  3rd Place small giants, Phoenix, AZ

BOOK/MONOGRAPH CATEGORY 
B   1st Place LEO A DALY, Omaha, NE

  2nd Place Suffolk Construction Company, Boston, MA
  3rd Place LandDesign, Charlotte, NC
  Hon. Mention Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission, Middletown, PA 

BRAND AWARENESS CAMPAIGN
  1st Place BRPH, Melbourne, FL
C   2nd Place CDM Smith, Boston, MA

  3rd Place HNTB Corporation, Kansas City, MO

BROCHURE CATEGORY
  1st Place DBI Architects, Inc., Reston, VA
  2nd Place The Weitz Company, Des Moines, IA /  

 On Target Marketing & Communications,  
 LLC, Columbia, CT

D   3rd Place Aramark, Philadelphia PA
  Hon. Mention JE Dunn Construction, Kansas City, MO

CORPORATE IDENTITY CATEGORY
  1st Place O'Brien & Gere, Rochester, NY
  2nd Place Cochran, Inc., Seattle, WA
E   3rd Place Cambridge Systematics, Cambridge, MA

DIRECT-MAIL CAMPAIGN CATEGORY
  1st Place HITT Contracting Inc., Falls Church, VA
F   2nd Place Mannik & Smith Group, Inc., Maumee, OH

  3rd Place Aramark, Philadelphia, PA
  Hon. Mention Lee Company, Franklin, TN

FEATURE WRITING CATEGORY
G   1st Place FINLEY Engineering Group, Tallahassee, FL  / On Target   

 Marketing & Communications, LLC, Columbia, CT

HOLIDAY PIECE CATEGORY
  1st Place Glumac, Portland, OR 
H   2nd Place Henderson Engineers, Lenexa, KS

  3rd Place Millward and Millward LLC, Stamford, CT
  Hon. Mention Degenkolb Engineers, San Francisco, CA

HOLIDAY PIECE CATEGORY—DIGITAL
I   1st Place Gilbane Building Company, Providence, RI

  2nd Place JE Dunn Construction, Kansas City, MO 
  3rd Place Charles M. Salter Associates, San Francisco, CA

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS CATEGORY
  1st Place CDM Smith, Boston, MA
  2nd Place Henderson Engineers, Lenexa, KS
J   3rd Place Perkins+Will, Atlanta, GA

MEDIA RELATIONS CAMPAIGN CATEGORY
K   1st Place JE Dunn Construction, Kansas City, MO

MOBILE APP CATEGORY
L   Hon. Mention TEECOM, Oakland, CA

2016 SMPS AWARDS

For more information  
on this year’s MCA 

program and winners, 
visit smps.org/mca. 
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NEWSLETTER/PUBLICATION—EXTERNAL CATEGORY
  1st Place Harris & Associates, Concord, CT
  2nd Place Gannett Fleming, Camp Hill, PA
M   3rd Place PCL Construction Services, Inc., Orlando, FL

NEWSLETTER—INTERNAL CATEGORY
  1st Place The PENTA Building Group, Las Vegas, NV
N   2nd Place Jones|Carter, Bellaire, TX
  3rd Place CannonDesign, Grand Island, NY
  Hon. Mention Mason, Bruce & Girard, Inc., Portland, OR

PROJECT PURSUIT MARKETING CATEGORY
O   1st Place Compton Construction, Columbus, OH
  2nd Place Hnedak Bobo Group, Memphis, TN
  3rd Place Suffolk Construction Company, Boston, MA

PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGN CATEGORY
  1st Place Perkins+Will, Durham, NC
  2nd Place MWH Global, Broomfield, CO
P   3rd Place Consigli Construction Co., Inc., Milford, MA

RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION  
COMMUNICATIONS CATEGORY
Q   Hon. Mention Sasaki Associates, Watertown, MA
  Hon. Mention Hnedak Bobo Group, Memphis, TN

SOCIAL MEDIA CATEGORY
  1st Place Miyamoto International, West Sacramento, CA
R   2nd Place OMNIPLAN, Dallas, TX

  3rd Place Horton Lees Brogden Lighting Design Inc., New York, NY
  Hon. Mention Suffolk Construction Company, Boston, MA

SPECIAL EVENT CATEGORY
S   1st Place Kiewit Infrastructure Co., Englewood, CA

  2nd Place Henderson Engineers, Lenexa, KS
  3rd Place Hickok Cole Architects, Washington, D.C.
  Hon. Mention Kamus + Keller Interiors | Architecture, Long Beach, CA

VIDEO CATEGORY
  1st Place Professional Engineering Consultants, Wichita, KS
  2nd Place Terracon, Olathe, KS
  3rd Place Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission, Middletown, PA
T   Hon. Mention Professional Engineering Consultants, Wichita, KS

PHILANTHROPIC VIDEO CATEGORY
U   1st Place Miyamoto International, West Sacramento, CA

WEBSITE—EXTERNAL CATEGORY
V   1st Place Industrial Brand Creative Inc., Vancouver, British Columbia

  2nd Place TOKY Branding + Design, St. Louis, MO
  3rd Place BOND, Everett, MA
  Hon. Mention HITT Contracting Inc., Falls Church, VA

WEBSITE—INTERNAL CATEGORY
  1st Place CDM Smith, Boston, MA
W   2nd Place LandDesign, Charlotte, NC

2016 SMPS AWARDS
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S A S A K I

Are you an enthusiastic student with big ideas  
for the built environment? 
Are you looking for a chance to work with  
a diverse, interdisciplinary team of designers  
and tackle some of the world’s most  
interesting design and planning challenges? 
 

Apply now for  
Sasaki’s 2016 summer internship program! 

2016 summer internship
10-week program from 06/06–08/12/2016 
Submissions by 02/19/2016
Interviews the week of 03/14/2016
Notifications by 04/04/2016
http://www.sasaki.com/about-us/Internships/

30 current full-time employees 
who used to be interns

FABRICATION LAB 
LASER CUTTER, 
3D PRINTER, CNC 
MILL + COUNTLESS 
LEGOS

JOIN OUR 
SUMMER 
BOCCE 
LEAGUE!

600+ AWARDS WON 
IN DESIGN, PLANNING, 
AND MARKETING 

PROFESSIONALS FROM  

OVER 30 COUNTRIES WHO 

SPEAK 27 LANGUAGES

PROJECTS INVOLVING 
OUR CIVIL ENGINEERS 
IN OVER 20 STATES 
AND 4 COUNTRIES 
LAST YEAR

Architecture

Civil Engineering

Graphic Design

Interior Design

Landscape Architecture

Marketing

Planning 

Urban Design

864+ HOURS 
INVESTED IN 
PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 
TRAINING

Exhibitions designed for 
world-renowned artists

Test new forms of public 
space and explore larger  
than life design

POP-UP GUERRILLA COMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT CAMPAIGNS

12 million square feet of interiors 
work completed by our current staff

3:30 pm chocolate 
breaks in the campus 
planning pod!

100+ hours 
spent on the 
yoga mat!

PROJECTS ON 300+ 
CAMPUSES WORLDWIDE

Ride with 40+ 
bike commuters!
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How to Shift the Ultimate  
In-Person Tactic to a Year-
Long Digital Experience

Trade shows can be central to an A/E/C 
firm’s marketing plan, but companies 
are too often disappointed in the 
results for the significant investment of 
resources and budget. To maximize ROI, 
forget about your booth dimensions 
and shift your focus to digital and social 
media strategies that drive online 
engagement, and media relations 
that drive awareness. Now is the time 
to listen up, adopt a digital-centric 
approach, break rules, and create new 
ones. Now is the time to become a 
thought-leading resource and cross-
channel content publisher. 

Listen Up

Trade shows can effectively bring 
prospects further down the sales funnel—
if you move them physically, emotionally, 
and intellectually. That’s a tall order that 
goes beyond collecting email addresses! 
By listening to prospects before, during, 
and after the show, you can glean key 
insights that shape your strategy. This is 

easier than ever—by leveraging social 
media listening tools, real-time search 
insights, and your own surveys. 

Adopt a Digital-Centric Approach

Armed with audience insight, you’re 
positioned to build a sound, 360-degree 
strategy that orbits around key trade show 
cycles and, yet, engages year round. 

Curate content. Create a thematic digital 
content hub that will serve you long term. 
The content should be show-agnostic, 
so you build once, but leverage across 
multiple shows with few revisions. Offer 
content in snackable formats from authors 
who will be at the show. Audit your social 
channels, curate the best photos, graphics, 
and videos and integrate them into the 
hub. If you don’t have visuals to support 
your story, make that a top priority.

Amplify the story. You’ve got the right 
content, but how will your audience find 
it? Consider a content amplification service 
(i.e., Outbrain, Taboola) to drive traffic by 
publishing it alongside related content on 
mainstream news sites.

Optimize URLs. While your content hub 
should be largely universal so it can extend 

beyond a singular show, create vanity 
URLs that include the specific show’s 
name. For example, your landing page is 
sustainableworkplacedesign.com, but to 
attract SMPS Build Business attendees, 
for example, your vanity URL could be 
WorkplaceAtBuildBusiness.com. This 
ensures plenty of qualified attendees will 
be organically exposed to your content.  

Mix it up socially. Twitter is the ultimate 
real-time news feed and is effective for 
engaging in hashtagged trade show 
conversations, but it may not be your social 
hub or main referral source. Don’t be afraid 
to lean on different platforms at different 
times throughout the trade show season. 

Go off-cycle. Trade media are bombarded 
with news on every inch of the show floor. 
Sure, they’ll do a best-of-show roundup, 
but typically any single brand will only 
receive a mention. Seed stories with 
media well in advance so your company 
has a more meaningful presence in the 
“show issue.” Additionally, use the show 
as a chance to build a relationship with 
the media rather than pushing your latest 
press release. By asking questions, you 
can uncover how to be a better resource 
for that publication.

Trade Show 180: Break Rules, Create Rules, and Listen Up 
By Erin C. Allsman, APR, Brownstein Group, and Laura Emanuel, APR, Brownstein Group
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Let the content speak. You’ve spent the 
better part of the year curating your digital 
content hub and increasing its visibility, 
so don’t forget to show it off! Have iPads 
connected to your content hub and allow 
attendees to peruse it at their leisure. Lead 
attendees to gated digital content, solicit 
an email address, and incentivize with a 
sweepstakes. 

Leave the floor. Create a memorable 
touchpoint outside the show where 
there’s less competitor noise. Consider 
hosting a VIP cocktail reception during 
non-show hours at a local venue, 

where, instead of pitching your firm’s 
capabilities, you discuss an issue or 
shared interest. 

New Rules

 Listen, plan, execute, and listen again.

 Not all content is created equal. Curate 
a hub that revolves around a theme that 
resonates, then optimize, optimize, and 
optimize again. 

 Don’t reinvent; repurpose. Take existing 
multimedia content from social media 
channels and centralize it into one 
destination. 

 Mix up your social media.

 Forgo the obligatory press release push. 
Pitch stories to key media outlets off 
cycle.

 Leave the show floor to break away from 
competitor noise.

 Measure frequently and optimize swiftly.  

The accompanying infographic illustrates 
some of these concepts that you can 
take and apply to your own tradeshow 
experiences to build your content hub and 
increase ROI. n

Wilson Cancer Resource Center, Beaumont Hospitals, Troy, MI. 
Harley Ellis Devereaux. Steve Maylone, maylone.com.

Figure 1: Trade show content hub. 
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SMPS in partnership with the University of Maryland’s Robert H. Smith School of Business

LEARN MORE AND REGISTER: smps.org/smps_university
QUESTIONS? Contact SMPS at 800.292.7677, x223, or dan@smps.org

“SMPS U is an entirely new level of professional development for 
our field. University of Maryland instructors gave us a deeper 
understanding of business finance, research, and strategy specific 
to the A/E/C industry. I would highly recommend this program  
for those who are serious about expanding their business  
knowledge to grow their careers and firms.”  

 —SMPS U GRADUATE

Tuition includes course materials, sample 
worksheets and models, supplemental 
reading, four breakfasts, four lunches, and two 
dinners. 

REGISTER ON OR BEFORE  
AUGUST 19, 2016   
SMPS MEMBER: $3,020   
NONMEMBER: $3,275

REGISTER AFTER  
AUGUST 19, 2016:   
SMPS MEMBER: $3,275   
NONMEMBER: $3,525

If your employer offers a tuition 
reimbursement program, SMPS U may 
be eligible. Please check with your firm’s 
benefits administrator.

Students who complete the 
program will receive a certificate 

documenting mastery of the 
information and skills covered in 

the curriculum. Certificates will 
be presented at a group dinner 

during the second session.

LEADERSHIP  
ADVANCEMENT 
PROGRAM
Realize your leadership potential in the design and building industry

THE 2016 CLASS MEETS  
FOR TWO SESSIONS:

October 6–7,  
College Park, MD

November 10–11,  
Washington, DC
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THE FIRST 90 DAYS
By Michael D. Watkins

Published by: Harvard Business 
Review Press

304 pages, list price $30.00  
(paperback)

Available from Amazon.

If you’re like most first-time managers, you are truly excited for your new 
opportunity and ready to do your best. You also likely have a lot of questions—and 
maybe aren’t sure where to find the answers. After all, you don’t want to seem like 
you have no idea what you’re doing! A supportive mentor—or a friend in SMPS—
can be an invaluable resource, but unfortunately can’t sit in your office with you, 
ready to answer questions as they arise. That’s where your library card (or Amazon) 
comes to the rescue! 

Hundreds of thousands of people have served as managers and leaders throughout 
the course of civilization—and, luckily for us, many authors have distilled down the best 
practices that will help you start your management career on the right foot. Here are  
four books that deserve a place on any first-time manager’s bookshelf.

I hope you will take advantage of these great resources as you begin your  
management journey. n

Recommended to me by Laura Ewan, 
CPSM, this book lives up to its promise 
of “proven strategies for getting up to 
speed faster and smarter.” Whether 
you’re stepping up as a new manager at 
your current company or joining a new 
A/E/C firm, The First 90 Days will help you 
define your goals so you can lead with a 
distinct end point in mind, right from the 
beginning of your time as a manager. From 
your new boss to your direct reports and 
everyone in between, Watkins identifies 
the stakeholders that have a say in your 
success—either directly or indirectly—and 
outlines a plan of attack for each that will 
lead you to some early “small wins.” By 
breaking the tasks down into manageable 
steps, this book will have you feeling ready 
to tackle any challenge and will prepare you 
to think strategically about the opportunities 
in your new role. 

Key Quote: “It’s a mistake to believe that 
you will be successful in your new job 
by continuing to do what you did in your 
previous job, only more so.” (page 20)

The First-Time Manager’s Bookshelf  

BOOKSHELF

REVIEWED BY:  
Jennifer K. McGovern, CPSM

COMPANY:
VHB

POSITION:
Mid-Atlantic Regional Marketing 
Manager

YEARS IN THE A/E/C 
INDUSTRY:
4 1/2

YEARS IN SMPS:
3
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The hardest part of transitioning from 
“doer” to “leader/decider” is realizing that 
you simply can’t do it all yourself. At the 
beginning, especially, it may feel easier 
to say, “Oh, I’ll just do it” because you’re 
more comfortable doing the work than 
relying on others to do it. Resisting this 
temptation and learning to decline, delegate, 
and dissuade are the secrets to survival 
as a manager. McKeown gives real-world 
examples of how prioritization can maximize 
success. Combining reasons to say “no” 
with strategies for actually saying “no,” 
McKeown encourages the reader to really 
reflect on what is most important—and how 
to identify a time-thief masquerading as an 
important task. From go/no-go decisions 
to assigning pursuits to finding that elusive 
work-life balance, Essentialism is a must-
have resource for marketing managers 
wanting to raise the level of support they 
provide technical staff. (Thanks to the SMPS 
Washington, D.C., ADVANCE Book Club 
for sharing this great book!

Key Quote: “Only once you give yourself 
permission to stop trying to do it all, to 
stop saying yes to everything, can you 
make your highest contribution towards the 
things that really matter.” (page 4)

By the time you become a manager, 
chances are good that you’ve learned a little 
something about motivating people—or at 
least how to convince project managers 
to turn in that approach somewhat close 
to your original deadline. Motivating 
your direct reports, however, is a little bit 
different. Drive provides a research-based 
approach to understanding how and why 
people are, well, driven. By exploring 
years of psychology studies, Pink offers 
an overview of “Organizational Psych 
101” tied to examples of how you can 
actually use this information in your day-
to-day management style. From money 
to responsibility, Pink shares the science 
behind the secrets to performance and 
satisfaction, setting you up for success in 
developing a team that wants to not only 
come to work, but also do their best work, 
every day. 

Key Quote: “… the single greatest 
motivator is ‘making progress in one’s 
work.’ The days that people make progress 
are the days they feel most motivated and 
engaged. By creating conditions to make 
progress, shining a light on that progress, 
recognizing and celebrating progress, 
organizations can help their own cause and 
enrich people’s lives.” (pages 127–128)

Every first-time manager has to make a 
choice about what type of leader they 
want to be. You don’t want to be a dictator 
feared by your staff or the best buddy who 
isn’t respected—so how do you find that 
happy medium? In Leaders Eat Last, Sinek 
dissects leadership throughout history, 
from humans’ early survival as cavemen 
in teams, to case studies in corporate 
America, to how the Marines stay strong. 
And it turns out that success—in all 
cases—can be boiled down to one choice: 
deciding to act selfishly, or deciding to act 
selflessly. Spoiler alert: Leaders who focus 
on the team’s achievements as a whole 
rather than their own recognition are more 
respected, well liked, and ultimately more 
successful. With insights into how our 
minds work, how humans interact as a 
community, and how work has impacted 
how we work together, Leaders Eat Last 
will inspire you to be a better leader! 

Key Quote: “Nothing of real value 
on this earth was built by one person 
without the help of others. There are 
few accomplishments, companies, or 
technologies that were built by one person 
without the help or support of anyone else. 
It is clear that the more others want to help 
us, the more we can achieve.” (page 77)

ESSENTIALISM
By Greg McKeown

Published by: Crown Business

272 pages, list price $24.00  
(paperback)

Available from Amazon.

DRIVE
By Daniel Pink

Published by: Riverhead Books

288 pages, list price $16.00  
(paperback)

Available from Amazon.

LEADERS EAT LAST
By Simon Sinek

Published by: Portfolio

256 pages, list price $27.95  
(paperback)

Available from Amazon.
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MY TURN
By Trish Martineck, HKS, Inc.

Student Recreation Center, Blue Ridge Community College, 
Weyers Cave, VA. Moseley Architects, Manekin, VHB. 
Steve Maylone, maylone.com.
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As communications professionals 
at HKS, Julie Wellik, Sherri Smith, 
and I wanted to find out what our 
clients really wanted in terms of 
communications. After swimming 
through stacks of Google analytics, 
e-blast click-rate reports, and social 
media interactions, we decided to get 
to the heart of the matter. We asked 
them directly, “How can we best 
communicate with you?”

Our target market was 50 clients in diverse 
geographic regions as well as within 
various sector markets. We asked each 
client five simple questions:

1. How do you get your industry news? 
What’s on your desk right now?

2. In what format do you get news? 
Trade magazines, daily newspapers, 
blogs, podcasts, social media, etc.?

3. When a new (add building type) 
opens, what is of interest to you? 
What would you like to know about 
the building?

4. Does HKS over- or under-
communicate with you?

5. Have you been on the HKS website in 
the last three months? If so, what did 
you think?

From these survey responses, we found 
seven common trends.

Finding #1: Each person has a key 
source of information viable to his 
or her industry.

We discovered that for the healthcare 
sector, Modern Healthcare magazine and 
the Advisory Board weekly e-blasts were 
vital. In sports, it was hands down Sports 
Business Journal. The takeaway: Speak to 
clients via these vehicles.

Finding #2: Clients like reading both 
online and hard copy.

Green people, please cover your ears. Our 
clients like to read hard-copy printed pieces 
and e-marketing pieces alike. The outcome 
was a 50/50 split. Many clients noted that 
they grab printed publications to read over 
the weekend or peruse while waiting for 
a flight. However, they also found that 
sharing online knowledge pieces was 
quicker and easier.

Finding #3: Clients use social media 
in different ways.

Our clients mainly used Facebook for 
personal use, keeping up with friends 
and family members. More than 95 
percent of the interviewed clients were 
on LinkedIn. They used the platform 
to interact with colleagues, follow 
industry news, and share knowledge. 
Many are on Twitter to follow their key 
industry sources, using this platform to 
customize their news feeds based on 
personal and professional interests. All 
of our clients feel social media will be 

What Clients Want:

Seven Lessons 
Learned
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a critical means of communications as a new generation of 
leaders takes the stage.

Finding #4: They do not visit architectural  
websites on a regular basis.

When asked, “Did you visit our website?” most responded 
they did not unless directed from a company-sent e-blast. But 
remember, these clients already knew us. When asked why they 
selected certain architects to interview for projects, most said it 
was word of mouth, talking with colleagues. Following that, they 
do check out websites.

Finding #5: Clients are more likely to open an  
email from an HKS contact versus a generic  
HKS email address.

Although e-marketing is getting a black eye due to 
oversaturation, all of these clients said email was the best way 
to contact them. They noted that an email from an individual 
(versus a company email address) would pique their interest 
more. Many indicated they preferred quick, informative, graphics-
filled information that leads to a deeper dive. Bottom line: Client 
contacts are gold.

Finding #6: They want us to keep them  
up-to-date with the latest trends.

Like all of us, our clients said they wanted to keep up with the 
latest, greatest trends. Getting information on trends, case 
studies, and knowledge that will help them be better at their 
jobs was key. They also noted that one-on-one meetings are vital. 
One client said, “Call me once or twice a year, even if I’m not 
working with you or don’t have a project in mind. It keeps you 
top of mind when talking with my colleagues or when another 
project does come up.” 

Finding #7: Clients value relationships.

The most important thing we learned through these interviews 
is that everything simply goes back to client relationships. People 
are the best marketing tools that a firm can employ. When being 
interviewed, the firm was referred to as an entity; yet clients 
talked about individuals whom they respect and feel connected 
to. To them, the people are the company. The clients relate to 
our people primarily through personal interactions. Trust and 
authenticity were mentioned a lot during the interviews. These 
two attributes are the gold standards when selling a service. 

So there you have it: the seven lessons we learned after 
interviewing our clients. We hope this is helpful. If you have 
any data you would like to share with us, we would enjoy 
talking to you. n

OUR BUSINESS IS AVIATION. OUR PRIORIT Y IS YOU.

CONTACT US

GRAND JUNCTION, CO

970.242.0101

DENVER, CO

303.296.4949

ARMSTRONGCONSULTANTS.COM

PROUDLY SERVING COLORADO AIRPORTS SINCE 1973

PL ANNING

ENGINEERING

CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION

Bedford Hall, Longwood University, Farmville, VA. Moseley Architects, 
HGA Architects and Engineers, Vanderweil Engineers, VHB.  
Steve Maylone, maylone.com.
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GET CONNECTED
A/E/C Buyer’s Guide
This online tool helps you identify, research, 
and connect with A/E/C companies, 
products, and services: smps.org or 
aecbuyersguide.com.

Build Business:  
The SMPS Annual Conference†
This is the leading business development, 
marketing, and management conference 
for the A/E/C industry: buildbusiness.org. 
Future locations and dates:

 July 12–14, 2017, Indianapolis, IN
 August 15–17, 2018, San Diego, CA
 July 31–August 2, 2019, Washington, D.C.

Chapter Membership*
Local and regional contacts and educational 
opportunities abound within your chapter.  
Find a directory of chapters online: 
Membership>Chapters tab.

Marketer QuickLook
Our weekly e-newsletter features SMPS 
announcements, upcoming events, and 
industry- and professional-related news. 
Learn more: smps.org/marketerquicklook.

Member Directory* 

The Directory on MySMPS.org allows  
you to search for members and their firms.

MySMPS Online Community*
MySMPS.org is the virtual gathering place.
Build your network, access resources, 
join groups, participate in discussions, and 
more. Get the app in Apple’s App Store and 
Google Play.

Social Networking
Find SMPS groups on LinkedIn and 
Facebook. Follow SMPS on Twitter  
(@smpshq), YouTube, and Pinterest, too!

GET AHEAD
Career Center†
Fill a marketing or business development 
position or plan a career move at 
smpscareercenter.org.

Certified Professional  
Services Marketer Program†
Based on the six Domains of Practice for 
Professional Services Marketers, the CPSM 
program measures a candidate’s experience 
and ability to apply knowledge. Learn more 
online under the Certification tab.

Compensation and Metrics Survey† 
Members entering at least 40% of the data 
receive free access to run reports. Learn 
more: smps.org/mktgcompsurvey.

Lunchtime Learning Labs*
This free educational series features 
skill-building topics every other month 
for .5 CEUs. Learn more: smps.org/
freelearninglabs.

Marketer*
This award-winning bimonthly journal— 
regularly cited as the top benefit of 
membership—provides original, knowledge-
based content, written by industry experts. 
Access archived issues on MySMPS.org. 
Learn more: Resources>Publications tab.

Marketing Resource Center*
Use this Web-based resource on MySMPS 
to search articles, research, websites, 
blogs, books, and programs.

Professional Development†
SMPS works with industry leaders to 
create educational programs at all levels. 
In-house staff training is available. Contact 
Education at 800.292.7677, x247, or see 
the Education tab.

 
Publications† 
Browse these online sources for 
publications in print, PDF, and digital 
formats:

 SMPS Shop on smps.org (research,  
white papers, reports, tools)

 SMPS Bookstore at smpsbooks.com 
(managed by Building News Inc.)

SMPS Foundation
The SMPS Foundation is a not-for-profit  
501(c)(3) organization established by the 
Society to promote research and education. 
Visit smpsfoundation.org.

GET INVOLVED
Awards and Recognition
For entry details and deadlines, check out  
the Recognition tab on smps.org.
 Marketing Communications Awards†

 Weld Coxe Marketing  
Achievement Award*

 Fellows Recognition Program*

 Chapter Awards *

Leadership*
Volunteer service at the chapter or Society 
level can enhance your talents and 
leadership skills. To get involved, contact 
Tina Myers, CAE, at 800.292.7677, x224.

* Members only   † Discount for members

Visit smps.org or call the Membership 
Team at 800.292.7677, x225, to find out 
more about these resources and other  
benefits of SMPS membership.

JOIN SMPS  
AND GET EVERYTHING YOU NEED
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The Society for Marketing Professional Services 
(SMPS) and the SMPS Foundation announce the 
publication of “Sell. Do. Win Business. A Report 
on How A/E/C Firms Are Using Staff to Win More 
Work.” The report is the culmination of 2015 survey-
based research, which provides the latest insight in 
how firms engage clients and attempt to win work.

More than 1,300 professionals in the A/E/C 
industries, including members of SMPS, Associated 
General Contractors of America (AGS), American 
Institute of Architects (AIA), and National Council 
of Structural Engineering Associations (NCSEA) 
participated in the study. The report includes survey 
results, a snapshot of key findings, and statistics of 
how firms support business development efforts.

Available for download on the SMPS website:
smps.org/Foundation/Research-and-White-Papers
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Build business—and 
profitable business 
relationships.

www.smps.org

Your
business
matters.
let us 
help you 
market 
smarter.



SMPS MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

Terry L. Caywood, 
CPSM
COMPANY:
The Sextant Group Technology 
Consultants

POSITION: 
Director of Marketing

YEARS IN THE A/E/C 
INDUSTRY: 
13 (30 in marketing)

YEARS IN SMPS: 
13 (In fact, I attended my first 
SMPS meeting before joining 
the industry.)

How did you decide to have a career  
in the A/E/C industry? 

My former career had been in marketing radio 
and TV stations—I couldn’t even spell A/E/C. 
Before accepting the offer to join The Sextant 
Group, the president suggested I attend an 
SMPS luncheon to get a feel for what the 
industry was all about. That one meeting 
clinched it.

How would you describe your role/job? 

What I’m doing now is the perfect mix 
of marketing and business development, 
management and coaching … and having fun.

What is your favorite part of the job? 

Without sounding clichéd, it’s the people. I love 
the amazing group of professionals I work with, 
I love the relationships with clients developed 
throughout the years, and I love helping people 
explore how to do their jobs better.

What have been the challenges and rewards 
of your career? 

In a very real way, the challenges are the 
rewards. Those of us in the business often talk 
about how much they love the fact that every 
day is different. Inherently, I love surprises—
even bad ones. They reveal gifts and abilities 
that we may not realize we have. That constant 
sense of discovery is the deepest joy.

What has been your most meaningful 
project? 

I’m certainly enjoying that one right now: 
co-chairing the upcoming SMPS Heartland 
Regional Conference. It pushes me to ante-up 
on certain organizational skills that don’t come 
naturally. It’s also a delight to engage with so 

many remarkable folks across nine states. And 
of course I’m looking forward to seeing 300 of 
my closest friends right here in Pittsburgh, April 
2017. 

How has membership in SMPS helped  
you to advance your firm and your career? 

When I first entered the industry in 2003, I was 
a complete newbie who needed to get from 
zero to 60 in 10 seconds. SMPS delivered on 
the promise of offering me unique insights into 
the A/E/C industry, helping me further develop 
my marketing and business development skills, 
and surrounding me with so many genuinely 
nice people willing to share their professional 
experience. Susan Murphy was spot-on when 
she said in a Marketer article, “I had no idea 
what SMPS was. Now, my entire career is a 
gift from SMPS.” 

What has contributed to your success? 

Getting my CPSM—it helped me know what I 
didn’t know, and then do something about that.

What advice would you give to someone 
who is about to enter the marketing or 
business development field? 

Reach out, connect, and trust yourself. Don’t 
hesitate to say, “I don’t know the answer to this 
problem—can you help me?” And then look for 
someone you can help.

What is the best advice you’ve received 
regarding your career or working in the 
A/E/C industry?

 Follow your passion

 Be open to unexpected opportunities

 Don’t eat the yellow snow n

Terry L. Caywood, CPSM
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AUGUST 2016 19 Early registration deadline for SMPS University: Leadership Advancement Program
Learn more: smps.org/smps_university

24–31 Prepare to Win: Tech Tools 
Learn more: smps.org/Education/Prepare-to-Win/

SEPTEMBER 2016 12 FY 2016 data collection opens for the SMPS Marketing Compensation  
and Benchmarking Survey 
Learn more: smps.org/mktgcompsurvey/

20 SMPS Monthly Webinar 
Learn more: smps.org/education

OCTOBER 2016 6–7 Session 1 of SMPS University: Leadership Advancement Program, University of Maryland, 
College Park, MD 
Learn more: smps.org/smps_university

12–14 SMPS Southwest Regional Conference, Albuquerque, NM 
Learn more: smpsswrc.com

18 SMPS Monthly Webinar  
Learn more: smps.org/education

31–
Nov 4

CPSM Week 
Learn more: smps.org/cpsmweek

NOVEMBER 2016 2 SMPS Lunchtime Learning Lab: How to Get a Meeting with the Most Unreachable  
Potential Clients 
Learn more: smps.org/freelearninglabs

10–11 Session 2 of SMPS University: Leadership Advancement Program, Ronald Reagan Building 
and International Trade Center, Washington, D.C. 
Learn more: smps.org/smps_university

15 SMPS Monthly Webinar 
Learn more: smps.org/education

DECEMBER 2016 13 SMPS Monthly Webinar 
Learn more: smps.org/education
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smps bodsmps body of knowledgey of knowledge
This comprehensive, new six-book series further 

defines the six Domains of Practice for SMPS and the 
A/E/C community. Learn more at smps.org/markendium 

— and take your firm’s marketing and business 
development efforts to the next level.

Now available for purchase on Amazon  
and CreateSpace.

for more info: 
smps.org/markendium



123 N. Pitt Street, Suite 400 
Alexandria, VA 22314

Crittenton Hospital
Rochester, Michigan. Harley Ellis Devereaux

Oregon State University 
Corvallis, Oregon. Bora Architects

Blue Ridge Community College 
Weyers Cave, Virginia. Moseley Architects
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